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Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Cincinnati is part of a network of 119 Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes 
throughout America and shares the resources of such quality institutions as Brandeis, Carnegie Mellon, Duke, Emory, New York University, 
Northwestern, Penn State, California-Berkeley, University of Illinois, University of Michigan, and Vanderbilt.

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI) at the 
University of Cincinnati offers great classes and 

terrific teachers in a relaxed, informal environment—
and you don’t have to worry about tests or grades.

You’ve spent years 
focused on your career  
and raising a family … 

Now’s the time to 
rediscover the
joy of learning.
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CLASS DATES
Winter Quarter 2016
January 19 – March 11

Spring Quarter 2016
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CONTACT
513-556-9186
www.uc.edu/ce/olli
olli@uc.edu

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOG
Courses are listed three ways in this catalog:

1. Schedule At-A-Glance organized by location/day/time. 
If you are available only on a particular day of the week or 
interested in taking classes at only a single location, use this 
section printed on buff-colored paper in the center of the 
catalog. The Schedule At-A-Glance is also a handy pull-out 
guide to keep track of the classes that interest you while you 
browse the catalog.

2. By Course Number including complete description of 
course content, biography of the moderator, meeting day, 
date or date range, time, location, and cost.

3. By Category alphabetically by course title. Begin here 
if you are looking for classes on a particular topic. Use the 
course number to find the complete course description, 
moderator biography, and other details.

NEW PRICING &  
REFUND POLICY

• Winter quarter membership: $80
• Multi-week courses: $5 each with membership
• Most one-time programs: free with membership
• No refunds less than $10 
• Refunds after quarter begins at director’s discretion

Cover photos:

1. Striving for Excellence Moderator Training 
2. Lawn Bowling by Bill Brandt
3. Back-to-School Party by Peter Nord
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Classes Offered
Each school year, OLLI offers more than 
400 courses ranging from eight-week 
seminars to one-hour presentations 
on a wide range of topics. Along 
with professors and other educators, 
volunteer moderators who lead 
each class include medical doctors, 
professionals from nearly every field, 
and passionate hobbyists.

OLLI Membership
Anyone aged 50 or older is eligible to 
join OLLI and take OLLI courses. The 
only other prerequisite is a desire to 
learn. You do not need a college degree 
to join OLLI.

Cost
OLLI has a new pricing structure (p. 2)! 
Members now pay an $80 membership 
fee each quarter (or $225 annually) plus 
an additional $5 per multi-week course. 
One-time programs—Brown Bag 
Lunches, OLLI Samplers, Wednesday 
WOWs, and FAB Fridays—are free with 
membership. Extra Treats are priced 
individually. A few courses require 
a materials or admission fee, which 
is noted in the course description. 
Refunds after the quarter begins are at 
the discretion of the director, and no 
refunds under $10 will be issued. This 
structure will help OLLI meet its budget 
while distributing fees more fairly based 
on individual participation levels.

Scholarships 
Financial assistance is available to cover 
the full membership fee for those who 
need it. We are grateful for scholarship 
gifts from the Gladys Wittmeyer Knox 
Foundation and donors to Friends 
of OLLI. For scholarship application 
information, please call 513-556-9186 or 
email olli@uc.edu.

Wait Lists
If a class you want is full, you may place 
yourself on a wait list. If a place opens 
in that class, the first person on the list 
will receive a call and have 24 hours to 
respond before the place is offered to 
the next person on the list. If you do not 
receive a call, there is not a place for you 
in the class. Please do not attend classes 
for which you are not registered even if 
you are on the wait list.

Registration Restrictions
You may not register for more than 
one class that meets at the same 
time. If you send in a registration that 
includes two or more classes that meet 
simultaneously, you will be registered 
for only one of them. 

Attendance
Although attendance is not mandatory, 
your presence in the courses for which 
you register enhances the learning 
experience for you and your classmates. 
If you attend classes for which you 
are not registered, you will be taking 
a space reserved by someone who is 
registered, and you may be asked to 
leave the classroom.

Teaching a Class
If you would like to share your 
expertise with the OLLI community, 
please consider becoming a volunteer 
moderator. Visit www.uc.edu/ce/olli or 
call 513-556-9186.

Volunteering
OLLI at UC runs on volunteer power! 
Volunteers moderate classes, select 
curriculum, distribute catalogs, assist 
with registration, work on publicity and 
marketing, organize special events, 
welcome and orient members during 
the first week of classes, and much 
more. For more information about 
volunteer opportunities, call  
513-556-9186.

Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in 
OLLI courses are strictly those of the 
moderators and their guest speakers. 
Course content has not been reviewed 
by the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 
at the University of Cincinnati. Consult 
your financial advisor before acting on 
any implied or actual recommendations 
concerning the investment of your 
money. Consult your doctor before 
following any medical, nutritional, or 
exercise program or advice.

CLASS LOCATIONS  
& PARKING
Tangeman University Center (TUC)—
University of Cincinnati Uptown-West 
Campus, Cincinnati, OH 45221. OLLI 
will provide passes for free parking on 
main campus. You must request a pass 
before class starts by calling the office at 
513-556-9186 or emailing your request 
to gay.laughlin@uc.edu. OLLI can no 
longer reimburse parking expenses 
after the fact.

Adath Israel (ADI)—3201 E. Galbraith 
Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45236 (Amberley). 
Park for free in the adjacent parking lot. 
Absolutely no food or drink is permitted 
at this facility.

Sycamore Senior Center (SSC)—4455 
Carver Woods Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45242 
(Blue Ash). Park for free in the adjacent 
parking lot.

Llanfair Retirement Community 
(LRC)—1701 Llanfair Ave., Cincinnati, 
OH 45224 (College Hill). Park for free in 
visitor parking. 

Spring Grove Cemetery (SGC)—4521 
Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45232. 
Park for free in the adjacent lot.

See pages 36-37 for maps of each 
major location. Parking instructions 
and the addresses of other locations 
are listed within the individual course 
descriptions.

HOW OLLI WORKS
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IMPORTANT CHANGES FOR WINTER
 » Online and phone registration begins Dec. 15, 9 a.m. 

Mailed registrations will be processed beginning  
Dec. 15, 9 a.m.

 » Please read about the New Pricing Structure on p. 2 and 
Cost & Refunds on p. 3. 

 » At Adath Israel, class times have changed so that OLLI 
Samplers can be offered without competition from 
multi-week courses. The new time for Samplers is 12:10–
1:30 p.m. NOTE: DO NOT BRING YOUR LUNCH! Adath 
Israel is a kosher facility. Absolutely no food or beverages 
are allowed!

 » Note the new start time for Wednesday WOWs and FAB 
Fridays. These programs run 9:30 a.m.–12 p.m.

REGISTRATION OPTIONS
1.  Register online using a credit card at www.uc.edu/ce/

olli. This is the fastest way to submit your registration. 
Instructions are below and on the online registration 
page. You will know immediately whether or not the 
classes you want are available.

2.  Complete and mail in the registration form inside the 
back cover of this catalog. Include payment by check  
or credit card. Your registration will be processed in 
order of postal cancellation date after registration 
opens. Because we have limited staff, it may take 
as long as 24 hours from when we receive your 
registration to when we are able to process it.

3.  Call the office at 513-556-9186. Have your course list 
and credit card information ready. Be advised that we 
have only one telephone line and limited staff. It may 
take as long as 24 hours from when we take your call to 
when we are able to process your registration.

ONLINE REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
NEW & IMPROVED! You can now register for your membership 
and classes in one transaction. Instructions follow.

1.  LOGIN. Go to www.uc.edu/ce/olli and click on Register 
near the top left. Click Login in the shaded box at top 
left. If you are a new member, follow the instructions 
to Create a New Account. All others, login with email 
address. Each person must have an individual account 
and register separately.

2.  SUBSCRIBE. Select your membership by clicking 
Subscriptions near the top of the shaded menu box. To 
select, click View Dates, Select, and Add to Shopping 
Cart. Skip this step if you purchased your membership 
in advance.

3.  REGISTER FOR CLASSES. From your Shopping Cart/
Pending Schedule, click Add Another Class. To select 
courses, use the category listings in the shaded menu 
box on the left. For each course, click View Dates to 
Select and Add to Shopping Cart. Continue to Add 
Another Class to your Pending Schedule in this manner. 
Use Remove Class and Recalculate Shopping Cart to 
remove errors or duplicates.

4.  CHECK OUT. When your Pending Schedule is 
complete, scroll to the bottom of the screen to select 
Checkout and Complete Registration. Complete all 
payment information and Submit Payment. You will 
receive an email within minutes confirming your 
payment and class schedule.

TROUBLE SHOOTING!
 » You cannot register for courses that meet at the same time on the same day. If you want to attend a one-time 
class or Extra Treat that meets during one of your multi-week classes, call the office at 513-556-9186. We can add 
the one-time class to your schedule.

 » If it is later than 9 a.m. on Dec. 15, and you don’t see any courses listed, check that the box labeled “Term” says 
“Winter 2016.”  You may also need to refresh your browser.

 » If you have any questions or problems while you are registering, call the office at 513-556-9186. We are happy to 
help! Office hours are Monday–Friday, 9 am.–5 p.m. Be advised: the phones are very busy during registration.

HOW OLLI WORKS
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1. The Summer Series kept OLLI members engaged through July and August at Sycamore Senior Center.  2. OLLI members got 
their hands dirty creating fall planters at Spring Grove Cemetery. Photo: Warren Dedich 3. A group of 25 OLLI members enjoyed 
a week-long experience in Gettysburg through Road Scholar in September. 4. Social events such as the annual Back-to-School 
Party bring OLLI members together outside the classroom. Photo: Peter Nord. 5. OLLI “travelers” took a virtual trip during 
France: A Photo Journey at Tangeman University Center. Photo: Peter Nord.
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Classes by CATEGORY

ART & ART HISTORY
4317 Behind the Scenes in the Arts  

(TUC-THU)
4513 Daubigny and the Road to 

Impressionism (TUC-THU)
5056 The Value of Art (SSC-WED)

COMPUTERS & TECHNOLOGY
3631 Become the Boss of Your iPad/

iPhone (ADI-THU)
3729 Become the Boss of Your iPad/

iPhone, Part 2 (ADI-THU)
4841 Distance and e-Learning (TUC-TUE)
3425 Getting to Know Your iPad  

(ADI-TUE)
3511 Getting to Know Your iPad  

(ADI-TUE)
4216 Making Friends with Your 

Electronic Device (TUC-TUE)

CURRENT EVENTS, LAW & POLITICS
4847 Adverse Childhood Experiences 

(TUC-TUE)
5063 ALICE—Alert, Lockdown, Inform, 

Counter, Evacuate (SSC-WED)
3342 Big Data and You (ADI-TUE)
4848 Community Paramedicine Starting 

in Ohio (TUC-TUE)
3816 Current Events (ADI-THU)
3202 Discussion of Controversial Issues 

(ADI-TUE)
3233 Federal Regulations: What They Are 

and How They Work (ADI-TUE)
3232 The First Amendment (ADI-TUE)
3822 Foreign Policy (ADI-THU)
2643 Freestore Foodbank’s Mobile 

Market (ADI-TUE)
6037 The Hillside Trust: Preserving and 

Advocating for Greater Cincinnati’s 
Hillsides (LRC-FRI)

4209 Let’s Talk Current Events (TUC-TUE)
6038 The Red Cross and Red Crescent 

Movement (LRC-FRI)
2723 Ten Thousand Villages: Supporting 

Families (ADI-THU)

4940 Ten Thousand Villages: Supporting 
Families (TUC-THU)

EXERCISE, HEALTH & WELLNESS
2640 Driving Under the Influence of 

Dementia (ADI-TUE)
3308 Eating to Live (ADI-TUE)
4217 Gentle Taiji and Qigong (TUC-TUE)
2726 Happy Feet—Vibrant Health  

(ADI-THU)
2644 Mature Driving: Differences 

between Young Drivers and 
Mature Drivers (ADI-TUE)

4845 Mature Driving: Differences 
between Young Drivers and 
Mature Drivers (TUC-TUE)

4409 Move into Ease (TUC-THU)
4414 Nutrition and Your Health for 

Disease Prevention (TUC-THU)
3731 Tai Chi + (ADI-THU)
4941 Your Brain on Aging and Health 

(TUC-THU)

FINANCIAL & RETIREMENT 
PLANNING
2725 Celebrating a Life Lived (ADI-THU)
6035 How to Pick Your Next Home  

(LRC-FRI)
3344 Integrated Wealth Management 

(ADI-TUE)
3515 Life Happens! Planning for Major 

Life Changes (ADI-TUE)
4843  Make My Final Wish Green  

(TUC-TUE)
3732 Manage Your Personal Finances 

Using Software (ADI-THU)
4943 Social Security Strategies to 

Maximize YOUR Benefit (TUC-THU)
2645 Spousal Preparedness for Financial 

and Estate Planning (ADI-TUE)
3422 Welcome to the “NEW” Para-

Normal Retirement! (ADI-TUE)
4939 What Is Your Investment Risk 

Number? (TUC-THU)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
4311 French Conversation (TUC-THU)

GARDENING & LANDSCAPE
6036 No Soil Needed: How to Grow 

Outdoor Plants Indoors (LRC-FRI)
7104 Pruning Seminar for the 

Homeowner (SGC-TUE)

HISTORY & SOCIAL SCIENCES
5058 1776–77: The New Jersey 

Campaign (SSC-WED)
4944 American Sign Museum: A Walk 

down Memory Lane (TUC-THU)
5057 Ben Franklin: What a Guy!  

(SSC-WED)
4846 Dames of the American Revolution 

(TUC-TUE)
8107 Hebrew Union College-Jewish 

Institute of Religion: The Pride of 
Clifton Avenue (OTHER-TUE)

3208 History of Immigration to 
Cincinnati (ADI-TUE)

4219 Introduction to Mayan Civilization 
(TUC-TUE)

6032 Life Gives to Life: A Shawnee Motto 
(LRC-FRI)

3825 Life in Tudor England (ADI-THU)
6034 The Lloyd Library and Museum: 

A Hidden Gem in Downtown 
Cincinnati (LRC-FRI)

6033 Moving the Mountains to YOU! 
(LRC-FRI)

3343 Mythology with Joseph Campbell, 
Part 2 (ADI-TUE)

8401 National Underground Railroad 
Freedom Center Tour (OTHER-FRI)

4844 Seven Blunders of the Modern 
World (TUC-TUE)

3236 Understanding Humans, Culturally 
Speaking (ADI-TUE)

3234 Western Civilization: Medieval 
Epics (ADI-TUE)

2729 Women Who Dared (ADI-THU)
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HOBBIES, SPORTS & OTHER
8100 Ballroom Dancing (OTHER-TUE)
2727 Do You Know a Gifted Child?  

(ADI-THU)
2641 Great Streaks in Cincinnati Reds 

History (ADI-TUE)
4938 Italian Themes on United States 

Postage Stamps (TUC-THU)
2642 OLLI Town Hall (ADI-TUE)
3231 Origami (Paper-Folding) (ADI-TUE)
3426 Paper Bead Jewelry-Making 

Workshop (ADI-TUE)
3235 The Reds and the Queen City  

(ADI-TUE)
3608 Researching Your Family Tree  

(ADI-THU)

LITERATURE & DRAMA
3421 Hero’s/Heroine’s Journey: As You 

Like It and Persuasion (ADI-TUE)
8408 Literary Makeovers (OTHER-FRI)
3345 Meet Jodi Piccoult (ADI-TUE)
3920 More Southern Women Writers 

(ADI-THU)
3707 A Twist on How Plays Can Help in 

Understanding Families (ADI-THU)
4323 The Wish House and Other Stories 

(TUC-THU)

MUSIC
3514 Brief History of Classical Music,  

Part 2 (ADI-TUE)
3423 Brief History of Opera, Part 2  

(ADI-TUE)
4104 Exploring Opera (TUC-TUE)
4408 For the Love of Music (TUC-THU)
5062 Music, Music, Music: From Bach to 

Brubeck to Bar Mitzvah (SSC-WED)
3823 Preview of Opera (ADI-THU)

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
3346 Bad Girls of the Bible and What We 

Can Learn from Them (ADI-TUE)
4113 The Existentialist Movement  

(TUC-TUE)
4324 Ideas in Philosophy: The Concept 

of Justice (TUC-THU)
4112 Natural Philosophy 101: A History 

(TUC-TUE)
3516 Srishti-Songs of Creation from the 

Vedas (ADI-TUE)

PHOTOGRAPHY
3347 Getting off Auto: Studies in 

Photographic Creativity (ADI-TUE)
3730 Intermediate Fine Art Digital 

Photography (ADI-THU)
3918 Photography: If It Isn’t Fun, We’re 

Not Doing It (ADI-THU)
3510 Photography Workshop 

Challenges (ADI-TUE)
3603 Yes! You Can Become a Better 

Photographer (ADI-THU)

SCIENCE, MATH & PSYCHOLOGY
3632 C. G. Jung’s Red Book Study Group 

(ADI-THU)
3710 C. G. Jung Study/Discussion Group 

(ADI-THU)
5061 Climate Change: What Is the 

Evidence? (SSC-WED)
5059 Personality in Mind and Brain  

(SSC-WED)

SELF-IMPROVEMENT
2728 Be a Better Speaker in (Almost) 

One Easy Lesson! (ADI-THU)
3419 Be Happy. Think Positive. Accept 

Change. (ADI-TUE)
3517 The Good Life (ADI-TUE)

4842 A Spirituality of Loss: Discovering 
Tools to Aid in the Grieving Process 
(TUC-TUE)

3919 Topics in Wisdom—Perspectives 
from the Great Religions (ADI-THU)

3824 Understanding Yourself and Others 
with the Enneagram (ADI-THU)

STAGE & SCREEN
3728 Ah, Sweet Mystery of Operettas, 

Part 2 (ADI-THU)
4937 Amazing Theater in Cincinnati 

(TUC-THU)
5060 The Cole Porter Story—You’re the 

Top (SSC-WED)
3630 Hooray for Hollywood Musicals, 

Part 7 (ADI-THU)
2646 Stylized Hysteria: A Discussion of 

Film Noir (ADI-TUE)

TRAVEL
2724 Cuba Then and Now (ADI-THU)
6039 England Inside Out (LRC-FRI)
2639 The Grand Tetons (ADI-TUE)
4942 The Hauntingly Beautiful Atacama 

Desert (TUC-THU)
2730 Intergenerational Travel: Bond 

Building and Memory Making That 
Links Generations (ADI-THU)

4514 London: Exploring the City in 
Depth (TUC-THU)

3711 Travel Seminar (ADI-THU)

WRITING
3325 Guided Autobiography (ADI-TUE)
4103 Poetry Writing Workshop  

(TUC-TUE)
3420 Writers Workshop (ADI-TUE)
3804 Writing for Children (ADI-THU)
4415 Writing from Life (TUC-THU)

Find the detailed class descriptions (listed by class number) beginning on page 8. 

ADI—Adath Israel
LRC—Llanfair Retirement Community

SGC—Spring Grove Cemetery
SSC—Sycamore Senior Center

TUC—Tangeman University Center
OTHER—all other locations

Classes by CATEGORY
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Class descriptions by CLASS NUMBER

2639 The Grand Tetons 

Tuesday, Jan. 19, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Enjoy the scenery, beauty, attractions, historical 
development, and challenges of this national treasure. 
Thanks to the Rockefeller family, this grand space 
became a national park adjacent to Yellowstone National 
Park. You’ll learn the history of how the Rockefeller family 
was instrumental in creating the park.

Moderator: Bill Deitzer

2640 Driving Under the Influence of Dementia 

Tuesday, Jan. 26, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Designed to provide individuals with the skills and 
competencies necessary to address the issue of 
dementia-related cognitive decline as it relates to older 
drivers. Attendees will gain a further understanding of 
the role memory and executive functioning play in safe 
driving and how dementia and Alzheimer’s disease can 
have an adverse effect on those critical brain functions 
and thus on driving abilities.

Moderator: Nancy Schuster

2641 Great Streaks in Cincinnati Reds History 

Tuesday, Feb. 2, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

The lecture will focus on Pete Rose’s 44-game hit streak 
in 1978; Ewell Blackwell’s 16-game winning streak in 
1947; and the team’s 41–9 stretch during the 1975 
championship season.

Moderator: Mark Bricker

2642 OLLI Town Hall 

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

A forum for the full array of OLLI voices. Ask what you’d 
like to know. Discover the mysteries of OLLI. Learn what 
you might be missing. Listen to fellow members and 
share your ideas. Lodge your concerns and complaints. 
There will be prizes.

Moderator: Karen Zaugg

2643 Freestore Foodbank’s Mobile Market 

Tuesday, Feb. 16, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

During the lecture, we will present the new social 
enterprise of the Freestore Foodbank where we will sell 
fresh fruits and vegetables to families located in food 
deserts.

Moderator: Kurt Reiber

2644 Mature Driving: Differences between Young 
Drivers and Mature Drivers 

Tuesday, Feb. 23, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Over time, we face challenges since we first acquired 
the freedom of driving: cognition, motor function, and 
particularly vision. How do we maintain our edge in 
driving and overcome the potential problems of aging? 
How do we maintain our ability to drive safely?

Moderator: Walt Neary

2645 Spousal Preparedness for Financial and 
Estate Planning 

Tuesday, Mar. 1, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

This presentation is intended to encourage spouses at 
all levels of wealth and education to be informed as to 
the personal implications of the couple’s financial and 
estate planning arrangements as a result of the death 
of one spouse. Rather than teaching financial planning 
principles or estate planning techniques or laws, my 
goal is to encourage a commitment by each spouse 
to actively participate in the creation (and revisions) of 
these arrangements and to be prepared for the death of 
the first spouse. Most of my comments are also relevant 
to unmarried adults and children with aging parents.

Moderator: Mel Marmer

2646 Stylized Hysteria: A Discussion of Film Noir 

Tuesday, Mar. 8, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Is film noir a style, genre, or movement? We’ll discuss 
those options while featuring classic noir films such as 
The Maltese Falcon, Double Indemnity, Gilda, and Laura. 
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CLASS NUMBER 2639-2729

Many actors became stars in noir films including Robert 
Mitchum, Humphrey Bogart, and Robert Ryan and those 
fiendish femme fatales such as Rita Hayworth, Barbara 
Stanwyck, and Gene Tierney. We’ll spotlight film noir.

Moderator: Doug Iden

2723 Ten Thousand Villages: Supporting Families 

Thursday, Jan. 21, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

As one of the world’s oldest and largest fair-trade 
organizations, Ten Thousand Villages has spent more 
than 60 years cultivating trading relationships in which 
artisans receive a fair price for their work and consumers 
have access to distinctive handcrafted items. They seek to 
establish long-term buying relationships in places where 
skilled artisans are under- or unemployed and where 
they lack other opportunities for income. Learn how Ten 
Thousand Villages was founded, how they work with 
groups that provide the knowledge and social services 
the artisans need to be successful, and about specific 
artisans whose lives have been impacted.

Co-Moderators: Darlene Rohrer-Meck, Pam Venable, and 
Mary Lou Batt

2724 Cuba Then and Now 

Thursday, Jan. 28, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

A 60-minute overview of travel to Cuba by Cuban-born 
Rafael de Acha.

Moderator: Rafael de Acha

2725 Celebrating a Life Lived 

Thursday, Feb. 4, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

This course will offer information on how a Certified 
Celebrant can assist a family in creating a meaningful 
Celebration of Life. We will cover what exactly is a 
Certified Celebrant and how celebrants work alongside 
of religious ministers during funeral and memorial 
services.

Moderator: Skip Phelps

2726 Happy Feet—Vibrant Health 

Thursday, Feb. 11, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Anyone with foot problems (bunions, hammertoes, 
plantar fasciitis, neuromas, “flat feet,” etc.) knows how 
much these issues affect our health and wellbeing, 
especially as we age. Come learn ways to restore and 
maintain healthy foot function with knowledge about 
restorative exercises, healthy movement, and smart 
footwear choices. Our whole bodies benefit!

Moderator: Pam Jacobson

2727 Do You Know a Gifted Child? 

Thursday, Feb. 18, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Hear the founder and head of school of the Schilling 
School for Gifted Children give tips on identifying and 
meeting the needs of gifted children.

Moderator: Sandra Schilling

2728 Be a Better Speaker in (Almost) One Easy 
Lesson! 

Thursday, Feb. 25, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

You are asked to say a few words. You are asked to 
explain your position on an important issue. You are 
asked to moderate an OLLI class. You hesitate. No, don’t 
hesitate: accept the opportunity. It is a compliment to 
both your knowledge and your ability. Nancy Schpatz 
(who has taught public speaking for more years than 
she cares to admit) will give you some uncomplicated 
guidelines that virtually insure your success. It will be a 
fun and informative class, and you have lots to gain and 
nothing to lose. See you there!

Moderator: Nancy Schpatz

2729 Women Who Dared 

Thursday, Mar. 3, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Come explore the daring feats of females: the first to 
become a doctor, the first lawyer to try a case before the 
highest court, and the first to go over Niagara Falls in a 
barrel. We’ll also learn about a sharpshooter from Ohio 
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and a woman who ran for president before her gender 
could vote. This presentation is not for women only!

Moderator: Caryl Miller

2730 Intergenerational Travel: Bond-Building and 
Memory-Making That Links Generations 

Thursday, Mar. 10, 12:10–1:30 pm (ADI) $0

Known as “The Grammy Who Travels with Kids,” Janet’s 
passion for travel includes building bonds and making 
memories by traveling with grandchildren. You might 
just be inspired to plan a trip yourself!

Moderator: Janet Dieman

UPDATED  3202 Discussion of Controversial Issues

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

The topics will be selected by the class, and Mr. Levy will 
enter the discussion on the side that seems to have the 
least support. There will be no DVD lectures. This should 
be a lot of fun!

Moderator: Ed Levy describes himself as a professional 
has been who enjoys teasing people. He was a 
businessman and professor. He also writes editorials in a 
suburban newspaper.

3208 History of Immigration to Cincinnati 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

The course traces the journey of different ethnic groups 
to their settlements in Cincinnati. Members of the group 
are invited to participate and share their family stories.

Moderator: Josephine Gately, born and educated in 
England, has child-welfare experience in England and 
Canada. After completing graduate studies at Smith 
College, she immigrated to the US. From her own 
experience and those of others, she has delved into the 
lives of immigrants to Cincinnati.

3231 Origami (Paper-Folding) 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Feb. 23, 9:15–10:15 am (ADI) $5 
(+materials fee)

CLASS LIMIT: 12

You will learn one or two origami figures in each class 
(repeating them, in a variety of paper, as time permits). 
Become a “master” at: Kissing Lips, Flower, Hopping Frog, 
Heart Bookmark, Swan “Basket,” Fish, Japanese Lantern, 
4x6 Frame, and Penguin. Note that there are six 1-hour 
classes (start-time is 9:15 am). In your first class the 
instructor will collect a $3 FEE that covers the materials 
she provides for all your origami projects.

Moderator: Linda Kegg struggled to learn origami from 
books. She wants to make it easier—and a lot more 
fun—for you.

NEW  3232 The First Amendment 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

We will discuss each of the five fundamental freedoms 
protected by the First Amendment and Supreme Court 
interpretations of those freedoms.

Moderator: Robert Berta is a retired high school teacher 
who taught Advanced Placement US Government for 20 
years and Modern US History as an adjunct professor at 
NKU for 9 years.

UPDATED  3233 Federal Regulations: What They Are 
and How They Work

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

The history of federal regulations and the legal processes 
controlling all federal agencies will be reviewed. We will 
discuss current events and the role of the various federal 
agencies in carrying out the will of the people. Citizens 
rights and responsibilities will be explored as well as 
how they are being shaped by current cases before the 
Supreme Court.
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Moderator: Lee Tougas is past adjunct professor of 
administrative law at Concordia Univ., River Forest, IL; 
retired global entrepreneur; and Navy captain, retired.

NEW  3234 Western Civilization: Medieval Epics 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

For those who enjoy ancient Greece and Rome, our 
classics team will transition with this class to medieval 
history (473–1100 CE). Foundation classics of England, 
France, Germany, and Spain. We’ll read and discuss 
for two weeks each of the following: Beowulf, Song of 
Roland, The Nibelungenlied, and Poem of The Cid, along 
with selected historic events and culture. Use sources 
you wish. We’ll use Medieval Epics (Modern Library, 1963) 
translated by W. S. Merwin and others (about $10–$25 
used online). Please read about half of Beowulf (around 
line 1400) for the first class.

Co-Moderators: Dean Moore—precollege and college 
educator, three degrees, Ohio Univ. and UC; Kathy 
Baker—precollege history and Chinese cooking teacher, 
BA and BS, UC; Bettye Beaumont, BA, classics, Univ. of 
Tennessee, MBA, Univ. of North Carolina.

NEW  3235 The Reds and the Queen City 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

Cincinnati Reds history course or Cincinnati history 
course? Yes and yes. This course revisits some of the great 
years in Reds history (1869, 1919, 1940, 1975, etc.) and 
also looks at the city of Cincinnati in those years: matters 
of daily life, headline news events, the context of the 
times.

Moderator: Greg Rhodes is the Cincinnati Reds team 
historian and former director of the Reds Hall of Fame 
and Museum. He has written several books on the Reds, 
including one on the 1869–70 Red Stockings.

UPDATED  3236 Understanding Humans, Culturally 
Speaking

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

One of the most influential social forces acting on human 
behavior is culture. This course offers participants an 
in-depth study of culture. We explore the origins of 
culture, how culture supports a society’s survival, the 
components of culture, how our culture is transmitted 
to individuals, factors that promote cultural change, 
and cultural assumptions about interacting with others. 
Participants will learn how to become better cultural 
observers through the use of a variety of typologies.

Moderator: Dr. Lynn Ritchey is a professor of sociology at 
UCBA. Her area of expertise is social psychology with an 
emphasis on self-concept, interactional processes, and 
successful aging.

UPDATED  3308 Eating to Live

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 24

With hundreds of food choices on the supermarket shelf, 
what should one choose to ensure better health for the 
entire person, not just for the tongue’s taste buds? This 
course will help you make informed choices and eat 
healthier and better without breaking your budget.

Moderator: Jeba Moses, pastor of Clifton Adventist 
Church, doctorate in theology with secondary emphasis 
in health.

3325 Guided Autobiography 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

Write the stories of your life two pages at a time. I will 
guide you with priming questions that will unlock stories 
filed away in your memory but not forgotten.

Moderator: Melissa Kotler Schwartz is a certified guided 
autobiography instructor from the James E. Birren school 
of Autobiography. She’s also a blogger and teacher. Find 
her blog at www.strangersihaveknown.com
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NEW  3342 Big Data and You 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 26

A Big Data revolution sweeping the world is influencing 
governments, healthcare, business decisions, military, 
and even sports and everyday life. It uses behaviors 
and transactions of humans and soon our homes, cars, 
bodies, etc. Join us for an overview of the technology 
processes taking place, but we will focus on the cutting-
edge applications and issues that we will soon face (e.g., 
healthcare and privacy issues). If interested, read the first 
essay to p. 44 of Rick Smolan and Jennifer Erwitt, The 
Human Face of Big Data (Against All Odds Productions, 
2012, about $10–$22 used online).

Co-Moderators: V. Franklin Colón, MD, emeritus professor 
of family medicine, UC; and Dean Moore, precollege and 
college educator, three degrees from Ohio Univ. and UC.

NEW  3343 Mythology with Joseph Campbell, Part 2 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 30

We’ll continue studying mythology through viewing a 
set of lectures by Joseph Campbell.

Moderator: Jim Slouffman, BFA Wright State Univ. and 
MFA UC, has been an artist and educator for more that 40 
years. He taught at the Art Academy of Cincinnati, NKU, 
and UC Evening College prior to  Antonelli College. He 
devotes most of his time between two arts organizations 
he founded.

UPDATED  3344 Integrated Wealth Management

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

This course will demonstrate that all pieces of wealth 
management (financial planning, taxes, investments, and 
estate planning) are integrated and should be viewed 
as one relationship rather than separately. Too often, 
families view them in silos without coordination. Learn 

about the steps you can take to integrate them and 
about other personal-finance areas that can increase the 
efficiency and effectiveness of your assets and the plans 
to achieve the goals you define.

Moderator: Thomas Bentley, MBA, CFTA, CFP, is a member 
of Truepoint Wealth Counsel, LLC.

NEW  3345 Meet Jodi Piccoult 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Feb. 23, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

According to critics, ”Throughout her career, Jodi Piccoult 
has seemlessly blended nuance of characters, riveting 
plots, and rich prose that ‘not only provoke the mind but 
also touch the souls of all of us’“ (Boston Globe). During 
this six-week course, participants will read two of her best 
novels, The Storyteller and Leaving Time. Each of these 
novels will explore their characters in depth and will 
lead the reader to a suprise ending. Before the first class, 
please read the first 150 pages of The Storyteller.

Moderator: Barbara Solomon has been in the field of 
education for over 40 years. Among her favorite topics to 
teach are novels.

NEW  3346 Bad Girls of the Bible and What We Can 
Learn from Them 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

Eight of the best-known femmes fatales parade across 
the pages of the Bible with situations that sound oh-so 
familiar. Eve, Potiphar’s wife, Delilah, Lot’s wife, Sapphira, 
the woman at the well, and Rahab and the sinful women 
left their stories behind. Sisters, can we talk?

Co-Moderators: Regina Johnson Phillips, ordained 
minister, and Norma Holt Davis, ordained minister.

NEW  3347 Getting off Auto: Studies in 
Photographic Creativity 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 12

This is an intermediate and above workshop. You must 
have a good working knowledge of your DSLR camera 
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and be using a post-production program like Lightroom 
or Photoshop Elements. We will explore the creativity 
that aperture, shutter priority, and manual modes can 
offer you. There will be a series of creative exercises that 
will be challenging and self-inspiring. Most of all, it will 
be fun. The weekly photographic assignments will offer 
you the opportunity to share your printed work with the 
class.

Moderator: Larry Pytlinski is an award-winning amateur 
photographer who, since his retirement, has devoted 
his time to his passion for photography. He’s had several 
one-man shows, and his pictures are currently in several 
local galleries.

UPDATED  3419 Be Happy. Think Positive. Accept 
Change. 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

Life is an incredible journey. Sure, it has sad and 
imperfect moments, but it is still extraordinary. Join us 
as we explore some techniques we can use to support 
positive attitudes. Professional analysis is not on our 
agenda. However, we do promise to share some insights 
and life skills that can help all of us feel more confident 
and secure as we make this ever-changing voyage.

Moderator: Nancy Schpatz, JD, George Washington 
Univ. Law School, is a member of the OLLI Curriculum 
Committee and is a positive and happy moderator on a 
variety of OLLI subjects.

NEW  3420 Writers Workshop 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

The best way to improve your writing is to write and then 
get feedback. Each week we will write a short piece, read 
it, and receive a response from the group. Poetry, fiction, 
and creative nonfiction are all welcome. Writers’ prompts 
and a short discussion on writing topics will be provided.

Moderator: Rick Stein has taught English, edited several 
literary magazines, and been a member of various 
writing groups through the years. He is offering this 
course to spend time with others who love to write.

NEW  3421 Hero’s/Heroine’s Journey: As You Like It 
and Persuasion 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

We will read, view, and discuss Shakespeare’s As You Like 
It, his most light-hearted play, and will also read and 
discuss Jane Austen’s Persuasion. These master works of 
literary art give us Rosalind and Anne Eliot, respectively, 
two of the most remarkable women in all of literature, 
and much else to contemplate about ourselves and this 
world we live in.

Moderator: James Bridgeland Jr.: BA, Akron Univ.; MA, 
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences; JD, 
Harvard Law School; advanced studies in literature, 
Oxford and Cambridge universities.

UPDATED  3422 Welcome to the “NEW” Para-Normal 
Retirement! 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 45

Challenges abound in today’s retirement. Most Baby 
Boomers fear outliving their money. We will focus on all 
aspects of the transition to retirement—mental, physical, 
and fiscal: the impact on society of the demographics of 
the Boomer generation, portfolio analysis to determine 
risk/reward of current holdings, tax-smart investing, 
the 81 Social Security options for couples and the nine 
for singles, spousal and survivor benefits, the alphabet 
soup of Medicare, the insurance you really need, estate 
planning, and probate avoidance. Tens to hundreds of 
thousands of dollars are at stake. 

Moderator: Rik Saylor is president and CEO of Rik 
Saylor Financial in Fairfield with more than 30 years of 
wealth management experience; Investment Advisory 
Representative and Registered Financial Consultant; and 
host of “Straight Talk, Clear Decisions” heard every Friday 
on www.voiceamerica.com.
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NEW  3423 Brief History of Opera, Part 2 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 100

A two-part course (fall and winter) for lovers of the art of 
singing and/or for those who wonder what all the fuss 
is about. The winter quarter will cover the great operas 
of the Romantic era, from Rossini’s Barber of Seville in 
Italy through Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin in Russia, and 
from Wagner’s Flying Dutchman in Germany to Bizet’s 
Carmen in France.

Moderator: Rafael de Acha, entering his fourth year 
moderating for OLLI, returns with a revised repeat of his 
popular course on opera, one of the performing arts in 
which he has been involved for most of his adult life as 
teacher, performer, and promoter.

UPDATED  3425 Getting to Know Your iPad

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 12

This course is designed for the beginning iPad user. You 
will learn how to manage your device using settings, 
how to take and edit photos and screen shots, how 
to download apps, how to access a variety of reading 
materials, and many other tricks of the Pad, including 
apps that make life so much more fun and interesting. 
Bring your device fully charged!

Moderator: Brenda Gatti is a former elementary school 
teacher and devoted OLLI volunteer. She is enthused 
about sharing with you a device she originally thought 
maybe had only one or two uses. Now she can’t imagine 
living through a day without it.

3426 Paper Bead Jewelry-Making Workshop 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 12

In this course, participants will learn to make paper 
beads using a simple tool: a bead roller. After making a 
collection of paper beads, the fundamentals of jewelry 

making will be taught, so that participants can make 
their own jewelry. Basic materials will be provided to 
enable each participant to complete earrings, a bracelet, 
and a necklace during the course. Participants are 
welcome to bring additional materials they might like to 
incorporate into their jewelry. No prior artistic experience 
is required.

Moderator: Grace Severyn has been making jewelry for 
years and enjoys teaching others. She belongs to the arts 
collective at the Kennedy Heights Arts Center and has led 
many jewelry-making workshops.

UPDATED  3510 Photography Workshop Challenges

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 1, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 14

In this workshop, the moderators serve as facilitators 
and coaches. Participants will share their work, and all 
will participate in gentle discussion. Each week, we will 
have a challenge assignment of six photos to share. 
The workshop is designed for participants who have 
previously completed a photography course, have a 
basic working knowledge of their camera, and want 
to engage at the next level. For beginners, other OLLI 
photography classes are available.

Co-Moderators: Howard Todd is a professor at UC and 
lifelong photographer. Bernadette Clemens-Walatka is an 
award-winning photographer.

UPDATED  3511 Getting to Know Your iPad

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 12

This course is designed for the beginning iPad user. You 
will learn how to manage your device using settings, 
how to take and edit photos and screen shots, how 
to download apps, how to access a variety of reading 
materials, and many other tricks of the Pad, including 
apps that make life so much more fun and interesting. 
Bring your device fully charged!

Moderator: Brenda Gatti is a former elementary school 
teacher and devoted OLLI volunteer. She is enthused 
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about sharing with you a device she originally thought 
maybe had only one or two uses. Now she can’t imagine 
living through a day without it.

NEW  3514 Brief History of Classical Music, Part 2 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

The three-part course continues with the history of 
the classical concert music of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries, including the great Romantic composers 
Schumann, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Liszt, Berlioz, 
Bizet, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Mahler, Rachmaninoff, Strauss, 
and Grieg.

Moderator: Rafael de Acha has enjoyed a 50-year career 
in the performing arts and now continues to share his 
passion for music with his OLLI friends.

NEW  3515 Life Happens! Planning for Major Life 
Changes 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

Life happens! Yes, it does. When “it happens,” will you 
have a plan? Losing a spouse, going through divorce, 
remarriage, and many other life events can turn your 
world upside down. With the help of various moderators, 
we will cover these important topics in a thoughtful and 
actionable way. We may even work in some humor along 
the way.

Moderator: Bob Carroll is a veteran OLLI moderator and 
the managing director of Carnegie Investment Counsel 
in Cincinnati. He is both a CPA and a Certified Financial 
Planner.

NEW  3516 Srishti-Songs of Creation from the 
Vedas 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 40

How did everything come to be in the universe? This 
question has intrigued humans for ages. Ancient sages 
recorded their thoughts and experiences in verses that 

form the Vedas, the foremost Book of the Hindus. Vedas 
have numerous metaphorical songs of creation as an 
outpouring of joy and wonder rather than rigid theory or 
laws of creation. For the first time in English, this course 
addresses all the major songs of creation from the vast 
canon of Vedic literature together with original text. I will 
be using the first book ever on this subject recently co-
authored by me.

Moderator: Koti Sreekrishna, PhD, studied biochemistry 
and is currently a senior scientist in the Global 
Biotechnology division at P&G. His interests include 
philosophy, interreligious dialogue, public speaking, 
and studying the Hindu scriptures. He has co-authored 
several books on Hindu literature.

3517 The Good Life 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

What does it mean to live the good life? Is the good life 
different now than it was earlier in our lives? How does 
the pursuit of happiness and the yearning for meaning 
affect the way we live our lives? Does the good life 
include a responsibility to society? In this course we 
will examine what it means to live “the good life” from 
different perspectives, including the lens of positive 
psychology, the wisdom of Aristotle, and modern 
research on happiness. We will also discuss the impact of 
virtue and morality on our quest for the good life.

Moderator: Rick Warm has a PhD in leadership and 
change from Antioch Univ. and is director of the Center 
for Wisdom in Leadership, a newly founded research and 
educational organization based in Cincinnati.

UPDATED  3603 Yes! You Can Become a Better 
Photographer

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 3, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 14

This beginner-level workshop is about becoming a 
better photographer. As in any visual art form, good 
photographs are created by what one sees. Becoming 
more aware allows the images you see to become 
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the photographs you want. People using inexpensive 
digital cameras can and do take good—even great—
photographs. This is a basic working class with 
photography field assignments each week. We will learn 
from each other as we share each week’s assignment 
results.

Moderator: Muriel Foster is an award-winning 
photographer whose fine art photographs are in 
corporate and private collections. Her exhibition 
experience includes major regional competitions, 
national shows, and four one-woman shows. She is a 
published writer and photographer with a studio and 
gallery at the Loveland Artist Studios on Main where she 
teaches private classes.

UPDATED  3608 Researching Your Family Tree

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 35

Learn the basics of finding your ancestors, where they 
lived and died, who they married and the children they 
had, whether they fought in the wars and received 
military pensions, and other facts about your family 
history. We will discuss how to get started and how to 
document and organize your findings. Resources such 
as the census and other government records, online 
sources, newspapers, family histories, and many more 
areas will be explored. There will also be opportunities 
for sharing ideas—and who knows, maybe you are 
searching for the same families that other class members 
are!

Moderator: Kathy Womer is a member of the Hamilton 
County Chapter Ohio Genealogical Society and has been 
researching her own and her husband’s families for seven 
years.

NEW  3630 Hooray for Hollywood Musicals, Part 7 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

We’ll continue our discussion of Hollywood musicals 
through the late 1940s and into the 1950s, featuring 
Gene Kelly, Judy Garland, and Marilyn Monroe along with 
movie themes written by Bernard Hermann, John Barry, 
and Henry Mancini.

Moderator: Doug Iden is a big fan of movies and 
theatrical musicals with an extensive collection of films 
and original Broadway scores. He has taught classes on 
Broadway and film at OLLI for several years.

UPDATED  3631 Become the Boss of Your iPad/
iPhone

Thursdays, Feb. 4–Mar. 10, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

These are computers that can enrich your life in many 
ways. We will look at what you can do and why you’d 
want to do that. Learn to manage your device by using 
settings. Then we’ll look at all the standard “stuff” that 
came with it along with tools for learning about your 
i-device. Then there are apps: travel, news and weather, 
health, learning, utilities, and more. Hands on: bring your 
device and questions to class!

Moderator: Jill Mitchell used to teach and after that 
worked in computer software development and 
database support. She now spends a lot of her time 
playing with her Apples. Other interests are pottery, 
gardening, traveling, reading, and playing lots of tennis. 
She attended OSU, NC State, UC, and XU.

NEW  3632 C. G. Jung’s Red Book Study Group 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:20 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

Eight classes studying the text and art work of C. G. Jung’s 
Liber Novus: Red Book.

Moderator: Jim Slouffman, BFA Wright State Univ. and 
MFA UC, has been an artist and educator for more that 40 
years. He taught at the Art Academy of Cincinnati, NKU, 
and UC Evening College prior to  Antonelli College. He 
devotes most of his time between two arts organizations 
he founded.
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UPDATED  3707 A Twist on How Plays Can Help in 
Understanding Families

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Feb. 25, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

The twist is we will all be moderators because of our 
passion for plays and studying issues pertaining to 
families. We will be reading three plays: Vanities by 
Jack Heifner (1/21, 1/28), Time Stands Still by Donald 
Marguilles (2/4, 2/11), and Hay Fever by Noel Coward 
(2/18, 2/25). Discussion themes include but are not 
limited to parenting, siblings, gender roles, love/hate, 
trust, and transgenerational issues. We will be a fun 
interactive class. Having read each play by its scheduled 
dates enriches discussions and participation.

Moderator: Debbie Zook was a teacher for more than 
25 years and now enjoys spending time with her 
grandchildren, gardening, traveling, reading, and 
cooking.

UPDATED  3710 C. G. Jung Study/Discussion Group

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

Carl Jung developed a vast work concerning self-
knowledge, personal development, art, culture, and 
spirituality. The class will start by reviewing basic 
concepts of Jungian psychology. Then participants will 
have the opportunity to learn in greater depth the part 
of Jung’s teaching that has special interest for them by 
researching and presenting a topic for class discussion. 
The moderators will suggest resources to help your 
journey of discovery.

Co-Moderators: Sally Moore, coordinator of Greater 
Cincinnati Friends of Jung and retired director of 
Research Services, Convergys, Inc.; Joan Murray, 
occupational therapist and chemical dependency 
counselor; Tom Flautt, PhD, retired P&G executive, 
involved in organizational development, executive 
coaching, and personality research.

UPDATED  3711 Travel Seminar

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

This course will focus on travel tips, how to find the best 
prices, and information on “hot” destinations. Learn 
about car rentals, travel insurance, European rail travel, 
etc.

Moderator: David Yockey, AB, MEd, MA, DS, retired as a 
department head at Milford HS and has worked as an 
independent travel consultant with Provident Travel for 
the past 22 years. He has traveled extensively.

NEW  3728 Ah, Sweet Mystery of Operettas, Part 2 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

We’ll continue our discussion of operettas with an 
emphasis on American shows from the early 20th 
century featuring Victor Herbert, Rudolf Friml, and 
Jerome Kern.

Moderator: Doug Iden is a big fan of movies and 
theatrical musicals with an extensive collection of films 
and original Broadway scores. He has taught classes on 
Broadway and film at OLLI for several years.
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NEW  3729 Become the Boss of Your  
iPad/iPhone, Part 2 

Thursdays, Feb. 4–Mar. 10, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

We ran out of class sessions in Become the Boss of Your 
iPad/iPhone. This class will start with a review of the 
basics: using settings, adding apps, music, books. iOS 9 
has new features to explore. Public library offerings have 
changed, and we will look at how to use them now. We 
will then talk about apps and more apps: how to find, 
evaluate, install, set up, and use them. We will investigate 
apps for work, travel, finance, health, shopping, fun and 
games, and more. Hands on: bring your devices to class.

Moderator: Jill Mitchell used to teach and after that 
worked in computer software development and 
database support. She now spends a lot of her time 
playing with her Apples. Other interests are pottery, 
gardening, traveling, reading, and playing lots of tennis. 
She attended OSU, NC State, UC, and XU.

UPDATED  3730 Intermediate Fine Art Digital 
Photography

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 3, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

This intermediate-level workshop will help those of you 
with a basic understanding of photography and a desire 
to learn more at the next skill level. You will learn to train 
your eyes to find artistic photo opportunities and to 
make choices, thus turning what you see into photos 
you will be proud to show as works of art. This is not a 
technology class. We are learning to see differently with 
a camera as a tool. Weekly assignments are combined 
with sharing the results to advance your knowledge and 
abilities beyond the basic level.

Moderator: Muriel Foster is an award-winning 
photographer whose fine art photographs are in 
corporate and private collections. Her exhibition 
experience includes major regional competitions, 
national shows, and four one-woman shows. She is a 
published writer and photographer with a studio and 
gallery at the Loveland Artist Studios on Main where she 
teaches private classes.

3731 Tai Chi + 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

Focus will be on sections of the 16 form that can be 
practiced as independent sets. Harvard Medical School 
credits tai chi with improving leg strength, flexibility, 
balance, efficiency of breathing, and active relaxation 
among other benefits. Our tai chi will be supplemented 
with elements of qigong such as meditation, focus 
on internal organs and energy flow to increase self-
awareness, relaxation, and heightening the body’s 
immune response.

Moderator: Larry Murray has been practicing tai chi since 
2004 and in recent years has increased his focus on 
qigong.

UPDATED  3732 Manage Your Personal Finances 
Using Software

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Feb. 18, 10:30–11:50 am (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

Learn to organize and manage your finances using 
personal finance software. Track your account balances, 
transactions, and assets; establish income and expense 
categories; set up accounts for banking, investments, 
and assets; pay your bills and coordinate with electronic 
banking and online services; reconcile bank and credit 
card statements; record your home inventory; generate 
reports or graphs including tax summaries and net worth 
statements; prepare and monitor budgets; and look at 
“what-if” financial plans for the future. One can ease into 
using the software and need not jump in with both feet. 
This is NOT investment advice or counseling!

Moderator: Dick Lenz is a retired civil engineer, OLLI 
moderator, Curriculum Committee member, OLLI Board 
member, and user of personal finance software for more 
than 20 years.
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ADATH ISRAEL
No food/drink allowed.

TUESDAY
9:00–10:20 AM ($5)

Discussion of Controversial 
Issues
3202 Ed Levy

History of Immigration to 
Cincinnati
3208 Josephine Gately

Origami (Paper-Folding)
3231 Linda Kegg

The First Amendment
3232 Robert Berta

Federal Regulations: What 
They Are and How They 
Work
3233 Lee Tougas

Western Civilization: 
Medieval Epics
3234 Dean Moore, Kathy 
Baker, Bettye Beaumont

The Reds and the Queen City
3235 Greg Rhodes

Understanding Humans, 
Culturally Speaking
3236 Lynn Ritchey

TUESDAY
10:30–11:50 AM ($5)

Eating to Live
3308 Jeba Moses

Guided Autobiography
3325 Melissa Kotler Schwartz

Big Data and You
3342 V. Franklin Colón, Dean 
Moore

Mythology with Joseph 
Campbell, Part 2
3343 Jim Slouffman

Integrated Wealth 
Management
3344 Thomas Bentley

Meet Jodi Piccoult
3345 Barbara Solomon

Bad Girls of the Bible and 
What We Can Learn from 
Them
3346 Regina Johnson Phillips, 
Norma Holt Davis

Getting off Auto: Studies in 
Photographic Creativity
3347 Larry Pytlinski

TUESDAY
1:40–3 PM ($5)

Be Happy. Think Positive. 
Accept Change.
3419 Nancy Schpatz

Writers Workshop
3420 Rick Stein

Hero’s/Heroine’s Journey: As 
You Like It and Persuasion
3421 James Bridgeland Jr.

OLLI SAMPLERS at ADATH ISRAEL
No food/drink allowed.

TUESDAYS
12:10–1:30 PM ($0)

Jan. 19: The Grand Tetons
2639 Bill Deitzer

Jan. 26: Driving Under the 
Influence of Dementia
2640 Nancy Schuster

Feb. 2: Great Streaks in 
Cincinnati Reds History
2641 Mark Bricker

Feb. 9: OLLI Town Hall
2642 Karen Zaugg

Feb. 16: Freestore 
Foodbank’s Mobile Market
2643 Kurt Reiber

Feb. 23: Mature Driving: 
Differences between 
Young Drivers and Mature 
Drivers
2644 Walt Neary

Mar. 1: Spousal 
Preparedness for Financial 
and Estate Planning
2645 Mel Marmer

Mar. 8: Stylized Hysteria: A 
Discussion of Film Noir
2646 Doug Iden

 
 
 

THURSDAYS
12:10–1:30 PM ($0)

Jan. 21: Ten Thousand 
Villages: Supporting 
Families
2723 Darlene Rohrer-Meck, 
Pam Venable, Mary Lou Batt

Jan. 28: Cuba Then and 
Now
2724 Rafael de Acha

Feb. 4: Celebrating a Life 
Lived
2725 Skip Phelps

Feb. 11: Happy Feet—
Vibrant Health
2726 Pam Jacobson

Feb. 18: Do You Know a 
Gifted Child?
2727 Sandra Schilling

Feb. 25: Be a Better 
Speaker in (Almost) One 
Easy Lesson!
2728 Nancy Schpatz

Mar. 3: Women Who 
Dared
2729 Caryl Miller

Mar. 10: Intergenerational 
Travel: Bond Building and 
Memory Making That 
Links Generations
2730 Janet Dieman

CONTINUES ON PAGE 20

SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE
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SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE

ADATH ISRAEL CONTINUED

TUESDAY CONTINUED
1:40–3 PM ($5)

Welcome to the “NEW” Para-
Normal Retirement!
3422 Rik Saylor

Brief History of Opera, Part 2
3423 Rafael de Acha

Getting to Know Your iPad
3425 Brenda Gatti

Paper Bead Jewelry-Making 
Workshop
3426 Grace Severyn

TUESDAY
3:10–4:30 PM ($5)

Photography Workshop 
Challenges
3510 Howard Todd, 
Bernadette Clemens-Walatka

Getting to Know Your iPad
3511 Brenda Gatti

Brief History of Classical 
Music, Part 2
3514 Rafael de Acha

Life Happens! Planning for 
Major Life Changes
3515 Bob Carroll

Srishti-Songs of Creation 
from the Vedas
3516 Koti Sreekrishna

The Good Life
3517 Rick Warm

THURSDAY
9:00–10:20 AM ($5)

Yes! You Can Become a 
Better Photographer
3603 Muriel Foster

Researching Your Family Tree
3608 Kathy Womer

Hooray for Hollywood 
Musicals, Part 7
3630 Doug Iden

Become the Boss of Your 
iPad/iPhone
3631 Jill Mitchell

C. G. Jung’s Red Book Study 
Group
3632 Jim Slouffman

THURSDAY
10:30–11:50 AM ($5)

A Twist on How Plays Can 
Help in Understanding 
Families
3707 Debbie Zook

C. G. Jung Study/Discussion 
Group
3710 Sally Moore, Joan 
Murray, Tom Flautt

Travel Seminar
3711 David Yockey

Ah, Sweet Mystery of 
Operettas, Part 2
3728 Doug Iden

Become the Boss of Your 
iPad/iPhone, Part 2
3729 Jill Mitchell

Intermediate Fine Art Digital 
Photography
3730 Muriel Foster

Tai Chi +
3731 Larry Murray

Manage Your Personal 
Finances Using Software
3732 Dick Lenz

THURSDAY
1:40–3 PM ($5)

Writing for Children
3804 Connie Trounstine

Current Events
3816 Jerry Teller

Foreign Policy
3822 Alan Brody

Preview of Opera
3823 Richard Sininger

Understanding Yourself and 
Others with the Enneagram
3824 Tom Flautt, Nancy 
Shayeson

Life in Tudor England
3825 Keith Marriott

THURSDAY
3:10–4:30 PM ($5)

Photography: If It Isn’t Fun, 
We’re Not Doing It
3918 Peter Nord

Topics in Wisdom—
Perspectives from the Great 
Religions
3919 Rick Warm

More Southern Women 
Writers
3920 Deb Price

Harmonica for Fun and Enjoyment ended with a toe-tapping, 
hand-clapping performance at Adath Israel. Photo: Jim Finley
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TUESDAY
10:35 AM–12 PM ($5)

Poetry Writing Workshop
4103 Cate O’Hara, Judi 
Morress

Exploring Opera
4104 Richard Goetz

Natural Philosophy 101: A 
History
4112 Kirtland Hobler

The Existentialist Movement
4113 Charles Seibert

TUESDAY
1:30–3:00 PM ($5)

Let’s Talk Current Events
4209 Len Harding, David 
Kempton

Making Friends with Your 
Electronic Device
4216 Welda Hartzler Ogle

Gentle Taiji and Qigong
4217 Ivy Glennon

Introduction to Mayan 
Civilization
4219 Bill Menrath

THURSDAY
9:00–10:25 AM ($5)

French Conversation
4311 Gloria Giannestras

Behind the Scenes in the Arts
4317 Janelle Gelfand

The Wish House and Other 
Stories
4323 Robert Shanklin

Ideas in Philosophy: The 
Concept of Justice
4324 Rollin Workman

THURSDAY
10:35 AM-12:00 PM ($5)

For the Love of Music
4408 Dick Waller, Charles 
Parsons

Move into Ease
4409 Karen Zaugg

Nutrition and Your Health for 
Disease Prevention
4414 Peachy Seiden

Writing from Life
4415 Tracy Connor

THURSDAY
1:30–3:00 PM ($5)

Daubigny and the Road to 
Impressionism
4513 Lynne Ambrosini, Tamera 
Muente, Lisa Morrisette

London: Exploring the City in 
Depth
4514 Mary Lou Batt

SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE

BROWN BAG LUNCHES 
at TANGEMAN UNIVERSITY CENTER
Pack your own lunch.

TUESDAYS
12:15–1:15 PM ($0)

Jan. 19: Distance and 
e-Learning
4841 Richard Wendel

Jan. 26: A Spirituality of 
Loss: Discovering Tools to 
Aid in the Grieving Process
4842 Jim Vaden

Feb. 2: Make My Final 
Wish Green
4843 E. Todd Fowler

Feb. 9: Seven Blunders of 
the Modern World
4844 Doug MacCurdy

Feb. 16: Mature Driving: 
Differences between 
Young Drivers and Mature 
Drivers
4845 Walt Neary

Feb. 23: Dames of the 
American Revolution
4846 Deb Price, Caryl Miller

Mar. 1: Adverse Childhood 
Experiences
4847 Kathy King

Mar. 8: Community 
Paramedicine Starting in 
Ohio
4848 Lawrence Bennett

 

THURSDAYS
12:15–1:15 PM ($0)

Jan. 21: Amazing Theater 
in Cincinnati
4937 Patti Myers, Alan 
Flaherty

Jan. 28: Italian Themes 
on United States Postage 
Stamps
4938 Gerardo Perrotta

Feb. 4: What Is Your 
Investment Risk Number?
4939 James Schafer

Feb. 11: Ten Thousand 
Villages: Supporting 
Families
4940 Darlene Rohrer-Meck, 
Pam Venable, Mary Lou Batt

Feb. 18: Your Brain on 
Aging and Health
4941 Patricia Faust

Feb. 25: The Hauntingly 
Beautiful Atacama Desert
4942 Nancy Herbert

Mar. 3: Social Security 
Strategies to Maximize 
YOUR Benefit
4943 James Schafer

Mar. 10: American Sign 
Museum: A Walk down 
Memory Lane
4944 Tod Swormstedt

TANGEMAN UNIVERSITY CENTER
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SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE

FAB FRIDAYS!  
at LLANFAIR RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
FRIDAYS 9:30 AM–12:00 PM ($0)

Jan. 22: Life Gives to Life: A 
Shawnee Motto
6032 Fred Shaw

Jan. 29: Moving the 
Mountains to YOU!
6033 Russ and Barb Childers

Feb. 5: The Lloyd Library 
and Museum: A Hidden 
Gem in Downtown 
Cincinnati
6034 Anna Heran

Feb. 12: How to Pick Your 
Next Home
6035 Nancy Schpatz

Feb. 19: No Soil Needed: 
How to Grow Outdoor 
Plants Indoors
6036 Mike Drust

Feb. 26: The Hillside Trust: 
Preserving and Advocating 
for Greater Cincinnati’s 
Hillsides
6037 Eric Russo

Mar. 4: The Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement
6038 Vince Costello

Mar. 11: England Inside Out
6039 Keith Marriott

WEDNESDAY WOWS!  
at SYCAMORE SENIOR CENTER

WEDNESDAYS 9:30 AM–12:00 PM ($0)

Jan. 20: The Value of Art
5056 Sam Hollingsworth

Jan. 27: Ben Franklin: 
What a Guy!
5057 Deb Price

Feb. 3: 1776–77: The New 
Jersey Campaign
5058 Stephen Appel

Feb. 10: Personality in 
Mind and Brain
5059 George Bishop

Feb. 17: The Cole Porter 
Story—You’re the Top
5060 Doug Iden

Feb. 24: Climate Change: 
What Is the Evidence?
5061 K. John Morrow

Mar. 2: Music, Music, 
Music: From Bach to 
Brubeck to Bar Mitzvah
5062 Hirsh Cohen

Mar. 9: ALICE—Alert, 
Lockdown, Inform, 
Counter, Evacuate 
5063 Joe Boyatt

OTHER LOCATIONS
SPRING GROVE 
CEMETERY
TUESDAY, MAR. 8
9:30–11:30 AM ($0)
Pruning Seminar for the 
Homeowner
7104 Brian Heinz, Dave 
Gressley

DARE TO DANCE
TUESDAY
3:00–3:45 PM ($5)
Ballroom Dancing
8100 Marco Mechelke

HEBREW UNION 
COLLEGE
TUESDAY
1:00–2:30 PM ($5)
Hebrew Union College-
Jewish Institute of Religion: 
The Pride of Clifton Avenue
8107 Abby Schwartz

NATIONAL 
UNDERGROUND 
RAILROAD FREEDOM 
CENTER
FRIDAY, JAN. 22
1:00–4:00 PM (Pay at 
door)
National Underground 
Railroad Freedom Center 
Tour
8401 John Berten

JOSEPH-BETH 
BOOKSELLERS
FRIDAY
10:30 AM–12:00 PM 
($5)
Literary Makeovers
8408 John Bossert

WVXU News Director Maryanne Zeleznik shared the inside 
scoop to a full house of FAB Friday attendees at Llanfair 
Retirement Community. Photo: Peter Nord
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CLASS NUMBER 3729-3824

UPDATED  3804 Writing for Children

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 11

There is one experience in life we’ve all had... being a 
child. Bring your experience to class to create a book 
about or for children. Freestyle creative writing on an 
assigned topic in class, book reviews, lectures, and 
guest speakers will help you create a written story of ten 
pages or fewer that is suitable for children aged three 
through early teens. Pros and cons of self-publishing and 
marketing tools will be discussed.

Moderator: Connie Trounstine was a reporter for the 
Kentucky Post for 29 years and is author of The Worst 
Christmas Ever, a chapter book for middle-grade students, 
and Fingerprints on the Table, a picture book about a table 
that has been in the White House since President Ulysses 
S. Grant (White House Historical Association, 2013).

UPDATED  3816 Current Events

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

We’ll discuss local, national, and international news 
events from the past week focusing on controversial 
political, religious, economic, and other matters 
where there is diversity of opinions. Our goal will be 
to respectfully discuss the various viewpoints on such 
events.

Moderator: Jerry Teller is one of four founding partners 
of the law firm Katz, Teller, Brant & Hild. He is a frequent 
moderator for OLLI on numerous subjects and guest 
speaker at OLLI Brown Bag Lunches.

UPDATED  3822 Foreign Policy

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

One may argue that the US has been in too many wars 
lately with less than satisfactory results. Perhaps it is time 
to reevaluate the justification for military intervention. 
Should the US continue to have an aggressive policy, 
or should we rely more on diplomacy? What is the 

compelling interest that requires military intervention? 
It certainly isn’t isolation, as that strategy has been tried 
and found to be insufficient. These are some of the 
questions that need to be resolved.

Moderator: Alan Brody, BA, Cleveland State Univ.; MA and 
ABD, UC.

UPDATED  3823 Preview of Opera

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 40

We will study in-depth some of the operas to be 
presented in the area either by Cincinnati Opera or UC 
College-Conservatory of Music. Included will be recorded 
performances of the complete operas.

Moderator: Richard Sininger, AB, Oberlin College; MEd, 
Miami Univ.; English teacher, Forest Hills School District 
for more than 31 years, mostly teaching American 
literature; lifelong love for and interest in opera; attended 
more than 1,800 performances of more than 300 operas.

UPDATED  3824 Understanding Yourself and Others 
with the Enneagram

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

The Enneagram personality system describes basic 
motivations behind behavior. You will develop an 
understanding of the system as a whole as well as 
your personal preferences. We will discuss using the 
Enneagram to develop better relationships with others 
including family, friends, and intimates. The Enneagram 
can also be used to understand movies, literature, 
politicians, spiritual paths, and even cultures.

Co-Moderators: Tom Flautt is retired from P&G, where he 
developed an interest in what makes people tick. He is 
certified as an Enneagram teacher by major Enneagram 
schools. Nancy Shayeson is certified by the Helen Palmer 
and David Daniels Enneagram program and has been 
employed as an LPN, master’s level therapist in a day 
treatment program, and elementary school teacher.
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3825 Life in Tudor England 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:40–3 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 100

This course will follow the previous one on medieval 
England. It will explore the political, economic, and 
cultural influences and events that shaped the period. 
The course will be of interest to those students with an 
interest in the social history of England.

Moderator: Keith Marriott is a former professor of 
education and traveler with a love of teaching and 
lifelong learning.

NEW  3918 Photography: If It Isn’t Fun, We’re Not 
Doing It 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

It’s not about the camera. Whatever you have works. 
Whatever your favorite subject—whether grandchildren, 
your trip to the South Pole, or car bumpers—is okay. 
Good photographs come from a few basic traditions 
of style. Better photographs need an understanding of 
light, color, and uniqueness. Great photographs require 
substantial practice. We’ll learn, practice, shoot, share, 
and print. If it isn’t fun, we’re not doing it. Don’t throw 
your camera in the river: take this course to be exposed 
to photography for the older adult.

Moderator: Peter Nord, PhD, has more than 60 years 
of experience in various aspects of photography. His 
mother always said he was a nice boy.

UPDATED  3919 Topics in Wisdom—Perspectives 
from the Great Religions

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

This class is a continuing exploration into wisdom and 
aging. Wisdom is a complex and multifaceted subject 
that we explore through group discussion and personal 
reflection. Each quarter we examine wisdom from 
different perspectives. This session we will consider 
wisdom through the lenses of the great religions of 

the world and their sacred texts. We will explore each 
tradition’s understanding of wisdom, how it is cultivated, 
and the implications that it has for our contemporary 
world.

Moderator: Rick Warm is the director of the Center for 
Wisdom and Leadership, a Cincinnati-based research and 
educational organization. He has a PhD in leadership and 
change from Antioch Univ.

NEW  3920 More Southern Women Writers 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 3:10–4:30 pm (ADI) $5

This is a continuation of the fall course. We’ll cover young 
lionesses (authors under 40) and others who encouraged 
the movement. For the first class, we will discuss Kate 
Chopin’s “The Awakening.”

Moderator: Deb Price taught at UC in vocational 
education and for Wilmington College at a prison. She 
has been a swim instructor for 46 years, loves reading, 
and is a master gardener.

UPDATED  4103 Poetry Writing Workshop

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 18

Whether you are a practiced or private penner of poems, 
join us for a fun, interactive experience putting pen to 
paper (or fingers to keyboard). We’ll talk about themes, 
forms, literary devices, and favorite poems while we 
write and share together in a supportive atmosphere. 
For the first session, please bring a favorite poem by any 
poet and be ready to tell us what you like about it. We 
welcome newcomers and those who’ve taken the course 
before with new content each week.

Co-Moderators: Cate O’Hara has an MA in English from 
Univ. of CA, Berkeley, and has taken and taught poetry 
workshops for many years. Judi Morress is a published 
poet and member of the Monday Morning Writers 
Group; she plans to publish a book of her poems soon.
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CLASS NUMBER 3825-4216

UPDATED  4104 Exploring Opera

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

This quarter we shall view and discuss Giacomo Puccini’s 
La Fanciula del West (The Girl of the Golden West), Amilcare 
Ponchielli’s La Gioconda and Leoš Janáček’s Jenufa.

Moderator: Richard Goetz, PhD, is a retired industrial 
chemical research manager who has been attending 
opera since 1949.

UPDATED  4112 Natural Philosophy 101: A History

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 30

In the global information age, how do we answer eight 
timeless questions that our grandchildren might ask 
about nature and knowing: what are time, matter, 
energy, heat, light, life, and information, and what does 
it all mean? We will focus on the evolution of the best 
scientific and philosophical theories in current use. 
Through timelines and dialogue, we will try to construct 
answers that are simple but not too simple. Suggested 
reading: Galileo’s Finger by Peter Atkins and The Grand 
Design by Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow.

Moderator: Kirtland E. Hobler, MS, MD; retired general 
surgeon.

UPDATED  4113 The Existentialist Movement

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 35

After World War II, Americans began discussing some 
European writers called “Existentialists.” Dostoevsky, 
Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and Sartre are among the 
familiar names. These writers affected not only 
philosophy but also theology, literature, art, drama, 
and psychology. What did they write; what was their 
appeal; and why do they continue to echo in American 
culture? The moderator, Charles Seibert, has published 
translations of and original scholarship on Martin 
Heidegger.

Moderator: Charles Seibert, PhD, is Emeritus Professor of 

Philosophy, McMicken College of Arts and Sciences, UC. 
He has taught several other courses in OLLI.

4209 Let’s Talk Current Events 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

This course is intended to deal with the political, 
economic, and social events of the day.

Co-Moderators: Len Harding is a semi-retired, but not at 
all retiring, person who has not had a traditional career 
and is not locked into any particular view of anything. 
He has been, by turns, an adjunct instructor of history, 
technical writer, architectural specifications writer, and 
LEED (green construction) contract administrator in Las 
Vegas. David Kempton, AS, history and government 
from Ohio Univ, MS, education from UC, worked for the 
Hamilton County Board of Developmental Disability 
Services for 35 years where his primary job was to assist 
students with developmental disabilities transition from 
school to work.

UPDATED  4216 Making Friends with Your Electronic 
Device

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

Bring your device and its guide. Read through the guide 
before first class. Make a list of three primary goals for 
your device. The more we learn about our devices the 
sooner they can become our friends. As you find all the 
essential instructions, support will be available.

Moderator: Welda Hartzler Ogle began a computerized 
accounting service in 1973. Since then, she has been 
playing and generating income with many types of 
software and devices.
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4217 Gentle Taiji and Qigong 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

Taiji (tai chi) and qigong (chi kung) done regularly are 
among the most time tested—and best—exercises for 
promoting physical and mental wellbeing. Qigong (the 
meditation practices at the root of taiji) in particular 
not only maintains but actually improves balance, 
flexibility, and strength as we age. This course introduces 
a fundamental seven-form chen style taiji sequence 
that can be learned in one term and can be refined with 
repeated courses. It further stresses the qigong that 
can be applied to everyday activities to nurture health 
and equanimity. Beginners and returning students are 
welcome.

Moderator: Dr. Ivy Glennon is a retired professor of 
communication from the Univ. of IL. A 17-year student 
of Dr. Yang Yang, a 19th generation taiji master, she is a 
certified teacher of the Champaign, Illinois Center for 
Taiji Studies evidenced-based taiji/qigong program since 
2008 (renewed 2013). 

NEW  4219 Introduction to Mayan Civilization 

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Feb. 9, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

The Mayan civilization in Mesoamerica is one of six sites 
in the world where civilization emerged independently. 
The emergence of the Mayan civilization began around 
2000 BCE, peaked around 950 CE, and continued 
independently until the period of contact, which began 
in 1511 when the Spanish arrived. The next 200 years 
dramatically changed the Mayan culture but did not end 
it. The Mayans adopted the Catholic religion but retained 
until today many of their old beliefs. The main discussion 
topics of the course will be the history and art of the 
Mayan civilization.

Moderator: Bill Menrath is a senior research associate 
with the UC College of Medicine’s environmental health 
department and director of the Great Lakes OSHA 
Education Center, located at UC.

4311 French Conversation 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 3, 9–10:25 am (TUC) $5

Take this opportunity to improve your speaking skills 
and brush up on the structural components of one of 
the most beautiful languages of the world by applying 
them in a systematic conversational format. Some basic 
knowledge of French is required, because this course is 
conducted primarily in French.

Moderator: Gloria Giannestras attended only French-
speaking schools until college. She holds a BA from the 
College of William and Mary in French and Spanish.

4317 Behind the Scenes in the Arts 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:25 am (TUC) $5

We will discuss the new plans for Music Hall’s renovation, 
learn about the Taft Museum of Art’s groundbreaking 
exhibition, and much more!

Moderator: Janelle Gelfand has written for the Cincinnati 
Enquirer since 1991 and has been its classical music 
critic since 1993. BA, music, Stanford; master’s, PhD, UC 
College-Conservatory of Music. CCM instructor, music 
history, for three years. Articles, reviews in local and 
national music publications.

UPDATED  4323 The Wish House and Other Stories

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:25 am (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

Charged with being a racist and proponent of Empire 
and martial virtue, Kipling’s wondrously imaginative 
genius overrode the allegations, and he became the 
first Englishman to be awarded a Nobel Laureate in 
1907. Poet, journalist, novelist, writer of short stories 
and children’s stories, and essayist, his brilliance shone 
in all categories. We will read and discuss his stories and 
determine what we can of his art and person. Text: The 
Wish House and Other Stories (Modern Library). Please 
read “The Gate of the Hundred Sorrows” and “The Story 
of Muhammad Din” for the first class.

Moderator: Robert Shanklin, lover of literature and poetry, 
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OLLI moderator for 7 or 8 years. He has moderated many 
classes on the short stories of Flannery O”Connor whose 
writings have inspired and informed his love of stories.

4324 Ideas in Philosophy: The Concept of Justice

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 9–10:25 am (TUC) $5

The views of philosophers on what justice consists of.

Moderator: Rolin Workman, retired UC professor of 
philosophy.

UPDATED  4408 For the Love of Music

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

“Listening to great music has always affected my entire 
being. This course will continue to share the wonder 
of great music and how it enriches our lives. There will 
be different composers and some of my performing 
colleagues to add to the mix,” says Dick Waller. The 
counterpoint between the moderators—gentle, retired 
CSO principal clarinetist (1960–94) Dick Waller and the 
guru of things musical and operatic Charles Parsons—
sparks interest, love, and loyalty.

Co-Moderators: Dick Waller, artistic director, Linton 
Chamber Music Series, 1976–2009; and Charles Parsons, 
retired librarian, UC College of Law; author; lecturer, UC 
College-Conservatory of Music; honorary PhD, Univ. of 
Wales, Lampeter.

4409 Move into Ease 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:35–11:35 am (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 25

A touch of yoga, some energizing movement, a time for 
relaxation, soulful stretching, and pumping life into each 
cell. This ONE-HOUR class oils your joints and breathes 
ease into your bones, like giving yourself a massage. 
Wear comfortable, loose clothing and bring a mat or 
towel on which to lie. Expect to feel rejuvenated!

Moderator: Karen Zaugg brings a lifetime of dance 
training, yoga, and a variety of bodywork experiences to 
welcome you to exercise and a sense of wellbeing.

UPDATED  4414 Nutrition and Your Health for 
Disease Prevention

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Feb. 25, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 30

Nutrition is an ongoing science of continuous research. 
New and additional information and literature are the 
result of these ongoing studies. A responsible healthcare 
practitioner studies the current research and ensures that 
the distributed information is not only sound and current 
but exemplary as well as ethical.

Moderator: Peachy Seiden, MS (clinical nutrition, Rush 
Univ, Chicago), RD, LD, PhD candidate (health education, 
UC), registered dietitian with a nutrition consulting 
practice in Cincinnati where she helps people with 
weight loss and maintenance, disease prevention, and 
health promotion using the principles of mind-body 
interaction and integrative nutrition.

4415 Writing from Life 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 10:35 am–12 pm (TUC) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 20

Try freefall writing with others and see what happens! Be 
changed and inspired by your fellow writers as we share 
our writing every week. No rules. No criticism. No net.

Moderator: Tracy Connor is a writer/improviser/actress. 
She has a strong background in theatre and writing. She 
produces Tongue & Groove/Cincinnati, a literary salon 
that happens in Clifton.

NEW  4513 Daubigny and the Road to 
Impressionism 

Thursdays, Feb. 18–Mar. 10, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

The Taft Museum of Art’s groundbreaking exhibition, 
Daubigny, Monet, Van Gogh: Impressions of Landscape, 
traces the significance of French landscape painter 
Charles-François Daubigny (1817–1875) and his impact 
on the next generation of artists. In four sessions, art 
historians from the Taft will introduce you to Daubigny 
and follow the development of French landscape 
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painting through Impressionism. Tamera Muente will 
discuss “Idealism to Realism in the French Landscape”; 
Lynne Ambrosini will lead “Meet Charles Daubigny” and 
“Daubigny and the Impressionists”; and Lisa Morrisette 
will reveal “The Legacy of Impressionism.”

Co-Moderators: Lynne Ambrosini, PhD, co-curator of 
Daubigny, Monet, Van Gogh, is director of collections 
and exhibitions/curator of European art and has been 
studying Daubigny for over a decade. Tamera Muente, 
MA, is assistant curator. Lisa Morrisette, MA, is manager of 
school and docent programs.

4514 London: Exploring the City in Depth 

Thursdays, Jan. 21–Mar. 10, 1:30–3 pm (TUC) $5

Upgrade your travel experience and learn about this 
2,000 year old city directly from someone who has 
explored London in depth. You will learn to navigate the 
city using public transportation to explore its various 
neighborhoods and visit well-known and off-the-beaten 
path sites. We will talk about housing, food, shopping, 
museums, historical sites, theater, and side trips. There 
will be lots of pictures, videos, and links to websites 
to help you plan your trip. Find out why London is my 
favorite city in the world.

Moderator: Mary Lou Batt is a retired P&G manager who 
has lived and worked in Europe and Asia.

4841 Distance and e-Learning 

Tuesday, Jan. 19, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

What promise might distance or e-learning hold for 
OLLI in the future to expand its student base? How will it 
impact the social aspect of taking classes with others?

Moderator: Richard Wendel

4842 A Spirituality of Loss: Discovering Tools to Aid 
in the Grieving Process 

Tuesday, Jan. 26, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

This course is designed to be an introduction to the 
grieving process with specific emphasis on the potential 
for true spiritual growth during that process. Students 

will be presented with a universal model for spiritual 
growth during times of loss and grief. This presentation 
is ecumenical and nondenominational and will cover 
material from a wide variety of religious and spiritual 
traditions and practices.

Moderator: Jim Vaden

4843 Make My Final Wish Green 

Tuesday, Feb. 2, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

This presentation helps explain the need for Western 
culture to reconsider going green with their final wishes. 
A Q&A session follows the presentation. This presentation 
was designed by the Funeral Consumers Alliance of 
Greater Cincinnati, OH, Inc., a local nonprofit funeral 
consumer-advocacy group. E. Todd Fowler, licensed 
funeral director and executive director of FCAGC, Inc., is 
presenter.

Moderator: E. Todd Fowler

4844 Seven Blunders of the Modern World 

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Number 2: The march on Moscow.

Moderator: Doug MacCurdy

4845 Mature Driving: Differences between Young 
Drivers and Mature Drivers 

Tuesday, Feb. 16, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Over time, we face challenges since we first acquired 
the freedom of driving: cognition, motor function, and 
particularly vision. How do we maintain our edge in 
driving and overcome the potential problems of aging? 
How do we maintain our ability to drive safely?

Moderator: Walt Neary
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4846 Dames of the American Revolution 

Tuesday, Feb. 23, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Meet women you’ve never heard of who helped win our 
independence from England: spies, heroes, firebrands, 
and even a female “Paul Revere.”

Co-Moderators: Deb Price and Caryl Miller

4847 Adverse Childhood Experiences 

Tuesday, Mar. 1, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

How do adverse childhood experiences affect our 
children and our community? How does trauma at a 
young age impact someone’s life, health, and overall 
success. Find out about exciting new research and how it 
can help all of us identify those who are most vulnerable: 
children who are victims of abuse and neglect.

Moderatror: Kathy King

4848 Community Paramedicine Starting in Ohio 

Tuesday, Mar. 8, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Effective Oct. 1, 2015, the new Community Paramedicine 
law became effective, allowing emergency medical 
service providers to render non-emergency care. 
Teaming up with UC Social Work and UC College of 
Medicine, UC Fire Science is launching a new one-week 
residency course, March 21–27, 2016, in Community 
Paramedicine. UC Fire Science also hosted a national 
seminar on the topic in August that drew more than 
200 participants from fire departments, hospitals, and 
nursing homes. Come find out about the impact for 
seniors in Ohio from the UC program chair for fire science 
and emergency management.

Moderator: Lawrence Bennett

4937 Amazing Theater in Cincinnati 

Thursday, Jan. 21, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Our community is fortunate to have a rich array of locally 
produced live theater. We’ll provide insights into the 
varied programming, venues, and people who make all 
this possible!

Co-Moderators: Patti Myers and Alan Flaherty

4938 Italian Themes on United States Postage 
Stamps 

Thursday, Jan. 28, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Enjoy a potpourri of images on postage stamps that tell 
of the Italian-American experince in the US.

Moderator: Gerardo Perrotta

4939 What Is Your Investment Risk Number? 

Thursday, Feb. 4, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Learn about cutting-edge technology that identifies your 
acceptable levels of risk and reward with unparalleled 
accuracy. This tool can help ensure that your portfolio 
aligns with your investment goals and expectations.

Moderator: James Schafer

4940 Ten Thousand Villages: Supporting Families 

Thursday, Feb. 11, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

As one of the world’s oldest and largest fair-trade 
organizations, Ten Thousand Villages has spent more 
than 60 years cultivating trading relationships in which 
artisans receive a fair price for their work and consumers 
have access to distinctive handcrafted items. They seek to 
establish long-term buying relationships in places where 
skilled artisans are under- or unemployed and where 
they lack other opportunities for income. Learn how Ten 
Thousand Villages was founded, how they work with 
groups that provide the knowledge and social services 
the artisans need to be successful, and about specific 
artisans whose lives have been impacted.

Co-Moderators: Darlene Rohrer-Meck, Pam Venable, and 
Mary Lou Batt
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4941 Your Brain on Aging and Health 
Thursday, Feb. 18, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Define normal aging changes that occur in our brains. 
Define the risks of lifestyle/chronic disease for dementia. 
Present the pieces of a brain-healthy lifestyle to delay the 
onset of dementia.

Moderator: Patricia Faust

4942 The Hauntingly Beautiful Atacama Desert 

Thursday, Feb. 25, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

This Chilean desert is considered the driest (non-polar) 
place on earth. Come take a peek at its vast beauty and 
treasures as well as some of the flora and fauna that 
inhabit this desert area.

Moderator: Nancy Herbert

4943 Social Security Strategies to Maximize YOUR 
Benefit 

Thursday, Mar. 3, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

The course begins with the basics of social security 
and then discusses strategies that may be used to help 
recipients maximize benefits.

Moderator: James Schafer

4944 American Sign Museum: A Walk down 
Memory Lane 

Thursday, Mar. 10, 12:15–1:15 pm (TUC) $0

Come hear a few quirky, funny stories behind some of 
the signs in the American Sign Museum.

Moderator: Tod Swormstedt

5056 The Value of Art

Wednesday, Jan. 20, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

For the last few years, the art world has been a “hot topic” 
in the New York Times and Wall Street Journal. It raises 
some interesting questions regarding this phenomenon 
such as who gets to call it art and why does some art sell 

for such high prices? We will take an all-inclusive look at 
the economic, societal, and essential values of art and 
why it is important in our lives. 

Moderator: Sam Hollingsworth is a graduate of UC, 
College of DAAP, with studies at the Art Academy of 
Cincinnati. He is an exhibiting artist represented by 
Marta Hewett Gallery in Cincinnati. He has taught art 
appreciation classes at OLLI for eight years.

5057 Ben Franklin: What a Guy!

Wednesday, Jan. 27, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

Inventor, scientist, diplomat, musician, and revolutionist! 
A man who went from poverty to the courts of Europe. 
We have all benefited from Ben Franklin’s inspiration and 
drive. Come and meet him again.

Moderator: Deb Price is a graduate of UC with a 
master’s degree in health education. She has taught at 
Wilmington College and Great Oaks vocational schools. 
She is a “jack of many trades” who has brought us “Ohio 
Inventions” and other fascinating topics. 

5058 1776–77: The New Jersey Campaign

Wednesday, Feb. 3, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

After losing a series of major battles in the New York 
area, George Washington’s Continental Army is forced to 
retreat across New Jersey pursued and outnumbered by 
British forces. We will follow him as he leads his ragged, 
depressed army from the Hudson to the Delaware River. 
We will then detail how, over ten days in the dead of 
winter, Washington achieves brilliant victories at Trenton 
and Princeton, recovers support for the Revolution, and 
forces the British to recognize that this will be a long and 
costly war. (NOTE: This lecture follows-up last year’s “New 
York Campaign” presentation.)

Moderator: Stephen Appel, AB and MBA, Univ. of 
Chicago; past OLLI chairman and program director; vice 
president-research, Federated Department Stores and 
May Co. Department Stores.
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5059 Personality in Mind and Brain

Wednesday, Feb. 10, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

What best describes your personality: introvert 
or extrovert? Good natured or easily irritated? 
Conscientious or not? Emotional or generally calm 
and self-controlled? Open-minded and imaginative or 
routine-oriented and down-to-earth? How much of your 
personality is heritable and hard-wired in your brain at 
birth? Are there differences in the size and structure of 
brain regions of people who score high on extraversion, 
emotionality, and conscientiousness? Is your personality 
or “self” merely an illusion in your mind? We will 
explore these and other current neurobiological and 
psychological perspectives of personality. 

Moderator: George Bishop, PhD, psychology (MI State 
Univ.), specialized in personality and social psychology; 
retired professor of political science, UC; member, 
Association for Psychological Science, Society for 
Personality and Social Psychology, and National Alliance 
on Mental Health. He’s given several OLLI seminars on 
mind and brain topics.

5060 The Cole Porter Story—You’re the Top

Wednesday, Feb. 17, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

Cole Porter was among the top five composers of 
Broadway musicals for the first half of the 20th century. 
He was one of a handful of composers who also wrote 
the lyrics, which are extremely clever with many 
innuendos and double-entendres. Not known as an 
innovator, Porter still wrote many Broadway shows, 
including Anything Goes and Kiss Me Kate, and composed 
movie music as well. We’ll discuss Porter’s shows, music, 
and legacy.

Moderator: Doug Iden is a big fan of movies and 
theatrical musicals with an extensive collection of films 
and original Broadway scores. He has taught classes on 
Broadway and films at OLLI for several years.

5061 Climate Change: What Is the Evidence? 

Wednesday, Feb. 24, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

I will discuss the nature of climate change and the 
evidence for and against it; my qualifications, the nature 
of scientific enquiry, and the quality of the evidence; and 
scientific modeling and how we evaluate hypotheses. 
If we accept that climate change is an authentic, 
established, scientifically based theory, then we need 
to consider the timeline and predictions for the future, 
the state of the oceans, the environment, and the 
overall effect on the biosphere. Finally, if we anticipate 
serious disruptive changes in world climate, are there 
technological fixes that will eliminate or lessen the 
impact?

Moderator: K. John Morrow, PhD, is a molecular biologist 
and president of Newport Biotechnology Consultants. 
He specializes in writing and consulting in the area of 
immunology with a focus on antibody technology.

5062 Music, Music, Music: From Bach to Brubeck to 
Bar Mitzvah

Wednesday, Mar. 2, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

Enjoy the sounds of the Queen City Klezmorim, Marzan 
Brass Quintet, and Highlandaires as these mature 
musicians play your kind of music. Don’t forget your 
dancing shoes!

Moderator: Hirsh Cohen, tuba and bass player, is a 
retired healthcare executive who directed successful big 
band and small ensemble dance bands throughout his 
teenage and early adult years. He now plays in several 
community bands. He and his friends will play music 
from several genres and once again prove that music is 
the food of life.

5063 ALICE—Alert, Lockdown, Inform, Counter, 
Evacuate

Wednesday, Mar. 9, 9:30 am–12 pm (SSC) $0

ALICE is a program that teaches ordinary citizens how to 
respond in the event that they would find themselves 
in the middle of an active-shooter incident. ALICE 
training teaches individuals to participate in their own 
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survival while leading others to safety. Though no one 
can guarantee success in this type of situation, this new 
set of skills will increase the odds of survival should 
anyone face this form of disaster. ALICE is taught in most 
local schools and some area businesses as a method to 
empower children, employees, and individuals to react 
appropriately in such events. 

Moderator: Joe Boyatt, Blue Ash Police lieutenant, will 
present the ALICE program, which has become the 
number-one method most schools and businesses teach 
to be prepared for an active shooter or other critical 
emergency. 

6032 Life Gives to Life: A Shawnee Motto

Friday, Jan. 22, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

Rev. Fred Shaw is a Shawnee storyteller and will discuss 
with us the Ohio Shawnee culture and values through 
stories and artifacts. He will also share some insights from 
the Native American perspective about Thanksgiving, 
current controversies with mascots, and other issues 
pertinent to the indigenous cultures in Ohio. 

Moderator: Fred Shaw, also is known as Neeake (“He-
Talks-as-He- Flies” or the Canada Goose), is a retired 
United Methodist minister who served churches 
mainly in Ohio and a graduate from OU and Methodist 
Theological School in Ohio.

6033 Moving the Mountains to YOU!

Friday, Jan. 29, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

This will be a musical and storytelling exploration 
of Appalachian culture. Russ and Barb Childers will 
demonstrate music and traditional songs with a five-
string banjo, fiddle, dulcimer, banjo uke, and a limber-
jack (a wooden dancing toy), and they plan to tell a few 
stories. Who knows? They may entice the group to dance 
a Virginia reel with them!

Co-Moderators: Russ Childers is a roster artist with 
the Ohio Arts Council and works with Creative Aging, 
Cincinnati Arts Association, Urban Appalachian Council, 
and Appalachian Community Development Association. 
Barb Childers is a retired children’s librarian and dancer. 

They have been performing together for over 30 years 
as Bear Foot and also perform in the Rabbit Hash String 
Band.

6034 The Lloyd Library and Museum: A Hidden 
Gem in Downtown Cincinnati

Friday, Feb. 5, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

The Lloyd Library and Museum holds, acquires, 
preserves, and provides access to both historic and 
current books and journals as well as archival materials 
on natural history, botany, pharmacy, medicine, scientific 
history, and visual arts. The facility houses an assortment 
of fascinating artifacts and presents exhibits not seen 
anywhere else in the area. Our presenter will offer an 
overview of the highlights of the library and museum’s 
offerings.

Moderator: Anna Heran, education and outreach 
coordinator, oversees educational programming, 
publicity and marketing, and a wide-array of interactions 
with the Library, including presentations on the library, 
botanical excursions, and art and rare book exhibitions 
that showcase its unique collections. 

6035 How to Pick Your Next Home

Friday, Feb. 12, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

What will it be? A condo? A house? An apartment? A 
retirement community? Joining a friend or your children? 
Whatever your decision, it’s an important and difficult 
one. Join us as Nancy Schpatz (who has really moved 23 
times!) gives us insights on the pros and cons of various 
residence lifestyles.

Moderator: Nancy Schpatz, JD, George Washington Univ., 
is a member of the OLLI Curriculum Committee. And, yes, 
she has lived in many types of housing in Washington, 
DC, Georgia, Michigan, Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, 
Wisconsin, Ohio, and Hanover, Germany! 
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6036 No Soil Needed: How To Grow Outdoor Plants 
Indoors

Friday, Feb. 19, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

Find out what factors to consider to grow outdoor 
plants indoors. We will discuss the difference between 
hydroponics and soil, types of grow equipment, tools 
and their cost, nutrient and environmental requirements, 
and how indoor and outdoor plants are different. You’ll 
learn about controlling the environment and where to 
get help when you need it as well as different plants and 
how their individual needs are met. This is a good place 
to start if you are interested in growing outdoor plants 
indoors.

Moderator Mike Drust has practiced social work, started 
a landscape management company, and worked in the 
green industry for 20 years. A product of the horticulture 
program at UC and CSC, Master Gardener Mike has spent 
the last five years focused on learning the skills required 
for indoor gardening. 

6037 The Hillside Trust: Preserving and Advocating 
for Greater Cincinnati’s Hillsides

Friday, Feb. 26, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

Experience an overview of the Hillside Trust’s three-
part mission of research and education, advocacy of 
responsible land use, and land conservation in protecting 
Greater Cincinnati’s hillsides over the last 30 years.

Moderator: Eric Russo joined the Hillside Trust in 1989 
and has been executive director since 2000. He has a BA 
and MA in geography and a master’s in urban planning, 
all from UC; is a board member of Cardinal Land 
Conservancy and an appointee of the District 2 Natural 
Resource Assistance Council of the Clean Ohio Fund.

6038 The Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 

Friday, Mar. 4, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

You may know about the American Red Cross, but did 
you realize it is part of a much larger movement? The 
basis for its existence lies in the Geneva Conventions, 
and its core principles are humanity, neutrality, and 
impartiality.

Moderator: Vince Costello worked for 38 years for the 
American Red Cross. He provided social services to 
military personnel, their families, veterans, and victims 
of disaster; worked with the International Committee of 
the Red Cross in refugee camps in Macedonia; initiated 
the International Services Department at the local Red 
Cross; and served for the last 14 years of his career as 
International Services director, where he continues to 
volunteer since his retirement.

6039 England Inside Out

Friday, Mar. 11, 9:30 am–12 pm (LRC) $0

This illustrated presentation will take the form of a tour of 
England. Some well-known places as well as some not-
so-well-known areas will be shown and discussed. 

Moderator: Keith Marriott, MEd, is an ex-Brit with a love of 
teaching, travel, and lifelong learning.

7104 Pruning Seminar for the Homeowner 

Tuesday, Mar. 8, 9:30–11:30 am (SGC) $0

CLASS LIMIT: 50

Learn from the horticulture staff of Spring Grove 
Cemetery and Arboretum how proper pruning can make 
all the difference for your trees and shrubs. They’ll show 
you how you can apply the right techniques and tools for 
your yard. Walking one mile is required. Meet at Spring 
Grove’s Norman Chapel. Dress for the weather: we will be 
outside.

Co-Moderators: Brian Heinz, horticulture supervisor, 
joined Spring Grove Cemetery in 1999. Brian has over 
20 years of experience in the horticulture field. Dave 
Gressley, director of horticulture since September 2013, 
has over 30 years of experience in the horticulture 
industry.
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UPDATED  8100 Ballroom Dancing

Tuesdays, Jan. 19–Mar. 8, 3–3:45 pm (Dare to Dance) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 60

It’s never too late to learn to dance. In this course, you’ll 
learn the basics of the waltz, foxtrot, cha-cha, swing, and 
rumba. And you’ll have fun no matter what your level 
of dance experience is. Classes are taught by top-rated 
professional dancers in the beautiful studios at Dare to 
Dance, 11256 Cornell Park Dr., Suite 500, Cincinnati, OH 
45242.

Moderator: Marco Mechelke and other dance instructors.

8107 Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of 
Religion: The Pride of Clifton Avenue 

Tuesdays, Feb. 16–Mar. 8, 1–2:30 pm (Hebrew Union 
College) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 40

Explore this national treasure with experts from Hebrew 
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion. Week 1: Learn 
about the history of HUC-JIR and visit the Scheuer Chapel 
in the Classroom Building. Week 2: Explore the rare and 
beautiful books housed in Klau Library. Week 3: Discover 
the international importance of the Jacob Rader Marcus 
Center of the American Jewish Archives. Week 4: Tour the 
Skirball Museum. Each week will offer the opportunity to 
learn about the place of HUC-JIR in Cincinnati and world 
history and interact with experts and important objects 
from its collections. HUC-JIR, 3101 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, 
OH 45220.

Moderator: Abby S. Schwartz is director of the Skirball 
Museum at HUC-JIR. She was previously curator of 
education at the Taft Museum of Art and is actively 
engaged in the Cincinnati Jewish and secular 
communities. She will be joined by HUC-JIR faculty and 
staff for each session.

8401 National Underground Railroad Freedom 
Center Tour 

Friday, Jan. 22, 1–4 pm (NURFC) $0 (+admission fee)

On this tour of the permanent and temporary exhibits 
at the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center 
(NURFC), we will discuss the introduction of African 
slaves to our shores as far back as 1619. Our discussions 
will take us through the history of our state and country 
to the present time including how Ohio played an 
important part in the Underground Railroad system. 
Admission is $12, cash payment preferred, payable at the 
door, and paid parking is available under the museum. 
NURFC, 50 E. Freedom Way, Cincinnati, OH 45202.

Moderator: John Berten, retired GE executive, volunteer 
tour guide at NURFC since its opening 11 years ago, 
extensive tour experience with visitors of all ages and 
nationalities.

UPDATED  8408 Literary Makeovers

Fridays, Jan. 29, Feb. 12, Feb. 26, Mar. 11, 10:30 am–12 pm 
(Joseph Beth Booksellers) $5

CLASS LIMIT: 15

We will read the following four relatively recent novels 
that are based on past classics: A Thousand Acres by 
Jane Smiley, Season of Migration to the North by Tajeb 
Salih, Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys, The Mersault 
Investigation by Kamel Daoud. Our task will be to decide 
if the authors are simply retelling the old story or if they 
have something new to say. Please have the first novel 
read by class on Jan. 29. Joseph Beth Booksellers, 2692 
Madison Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45208.

Moderator: John Bossert, retired physician with a lifelong 
interest in literature.
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COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

PENTECOST 
Written by David Edgar 
Oct. 1 - 4, 2015

CAROUSEL 
Music by Richard Rodgers 
Book and lyrics by Oscar 
Hammerstein II 
Oct. 29 - Nov. 1, 2015

THE MERRY WIDOW 
Music by Franz Lehár 
Libretto by Viktor Léon  
 and Leo Stein 
Nov. 19 - 22, 2015

AH, WILDERNESS! 
Written by Eugene O’Neill 
Feb. 11 - 14, 2016

Mainstage Season
Production Sponsor

CCM Season Presenting Sponsor & 
Musical Theatre Program Sponsor

Community Partner
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AMERICAN IDIOT 
Book and lyrics by  
Billie Joe Armstrong
Book by Michael Mayer
Music and lyrics by Green Day 
March 3 - 13, 2016
Mature subject matter

THE CUNNING  
LITTLE VIXEN 
Composed by Leoš Janáček 
Libretto by Leoš Janáček 
 after Rudolf Těsnohlídek 
April 8 - 10, 2016

SWAN LAKE 
Composed by Pyotr Tchaikovsky 
April 22 - 24, 2016

PRIORITY SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES ON SALE NOW!

513-556-4183
boxoff@uc.edu
ccm.uc.edu

ANNOUNCING THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE- 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC’S 2015-16 MAINSTAGE SERIES!

“known for its excellence”
- CBS News

CREATIVE VOICES
Each spring, OLLI at UC publishes a literary 
and art magazine to celebrate the talents of 
our members and moderators. We accept 
submissions of short fiction, essays, poetry, 
photography, and two-dimensional graphic 
art such as drawings, prints, and paintings. 
For information about how to submit work 
for consideration, visit:

www.uc.edu/ce/olli/creative-voices.html 
or call the office at 513-556-9186.

HELP US SPREAD
THE JOY OF
LEARNING

Speakers 
Bureau

We welcome the opportunity to speak to your 
church, club, or professional organization 

about OLLI. We will provide a 15-minute 
presentation on OLLI and bring brochures 

and catalogs to share. 

Contact: 513-556-9186 or olli@uc.edu
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Stratford
Garage

McMICKEN
GATEWAY

WOODSIDE
GATEWAY

CAMPUS GREEN
GATEWAY

UNIVERSITY
GATEWAY

CORRY
GATEWAY

Stadium 
View

MAPS

University of Cincinnati
2600 Clifton Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45221

DIRECTIONS TO  TANGEMAN UNIVERSITY CENTER
From Jefferson Avenue, turn onto Corry Blvd.
Continue on Corry Blvd. to CCM Garage down ramp.
After parking at CCM garage:
• Take Electronic Media elevator to 4th floor
• Exit left and then left again at first doors
• Cross bridge and enter TUC straight ahead
• Take first elevators on right to 4th floor

OLLI provides passes 
for FREE PARKING on 
main campus. 
Call 513-556-9186
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College of AppliedScience
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Sycamore
Sr. Center

UC Blue Ash

Adath Israel

71
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Adath Israel
3201 E. Galbraith Rd. 
Cincinnati, OH 45236
513-793-1800

Sycamore Senior Center 
4455 Carver Woods Dr. 
Cincinnati, OH 45242 
513-984-1234

MAPS

OLLI Office
2220 Victory Parkway
Administration Building
Room 207
Cincinnati, OH 45206-2839
513-556-9186

UC VIctory ParkwayCampus

71

Ludlow Ave.

Spring Grove

Cemetery & 

Arboretum
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Cross County Hwy. #126
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Spring Grove Cemetery  
and Arboretum
4521 Spring Grove Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45232
513-681-7526

Llanfair 
Retirement
Community
1701 Llanfair Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45224
513-681-4230
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Friends of 
OLLI at UC 

Name   Today’s Date

Address

City, State, ZIP                                                                     Telephone   

PAYMENT OPTIONS 
q Pledge: Payments will begin

and will be paid    q Quarterly     q Semi-Annually     q Annually
q Check enclosed (payable to UC Foundation/OLLI) 
q MasterCard      q VISA      q Discover

Card Number  Expiration Date

q My employer matches gift contributions
q My matching gift form is enclosed

 Mail form and donation to: 
 OLLI at UC
 PO Box 6249 
 Cincinnati, OH 45206

Gifts of $1000 or more will also receive 
recognition and benefits through UC’s 
Charles McMicken Society, including free 
OLLI membership, free campus parking, 
bookstore discounts, and more. 
 
Your tax-deductible gift can be doubled or 
tripled with a matching gift from your em-
ployer. Many companies match gifts from 
retirees. Please check with your human 
resources department.

•

•

Please accept my gift for:
q $1,000    q $500    q $250    q $100
q Other $
In memory of
In honor of

Friends of 
OLLI at UC 

Join OLLI’s Garden of Friends
Help to plant the seeds that will bear fruit for years to 
come—become a Friend of OLLI!

Whether a long-time OLLI member or a “freshman,” you 
understand the joy and value of the opportunities for 
lifelong learning and social interaction that OLLI offers. You 
stretch your intellectual and social muscles by reaching out 
to try something new while meeting others who share your 
passion for learning.

Your tax-deductible donation to Friends of OLLI will be put 
to good use to nurture and expand our bouquet of offerings 
by:

• Keeping fees low for everyone
• Supporting scholarships for your neighbors with 

financial need
•  Purchasing updated equipment and technology to 

improve your in-class experience
•  Ensuring OLLI’s future for your children and 

grandchildren to enjoy when they retire

Please join OLLI’s garden of Friends! 
You may complete the form below or donate online at uc.edu/ce/olli/giving_to_olli.html. 



FIRST REGISTRANT (PLEASE PRINT) SECOND REGISTRANT (PLEASE PRINT)

Name

Address

City/State/ZIP

Email

Telephone    Birth Year

Name

Address

City/State/ZIP

Email

Telephone    Birth Year

AVOID DELAYS! REGISTER ONLINE: WWW.UC.EDU/CE/OLLI

■ TUC Parking Pass Needed

■ Check # ______________________ Payable to OLLI at UC

■ Visa ■ MasterCard ■ Discover 

Name on Card

Card Number

Expiration Date

Registration begins December 15, 2015, 9 a.m.

Online: www.uc.edu/ce/olli

Mail:  OLLI at UC
 PO Box 6249
 Cincinnati, OH 45206

Telephone: 513-556-9186

OLLI REGISTRATION FORM

Course # Course Title Key Words Fee

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

Membership: $80 Winter, $0 Moderator, $0 Annual,
$0 McMicken Society # ________________________
$0 Scholarship (attach statement of need)

$

TOTAL PAYMENT $

Course # Course Title Key Words Fee

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

  $

Membership: $80 Winter, $0 Moderator, $0 Annual,
$0 McMicken Society # ________________________
$0 Scholarship (attach statement of need)

$

TOTAL PAYMENT $



Class Dates
Winter classes begin 
January 19, 2016

Registration begins 
December 15, 9 a.m.

OLLI Contacts
Address & Phone
OLLI at UC
PO Box 210093
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0093
olli@uc.edu
513-556-9186

Website
www.uc.edu/ce/olli

Program Director 
Cate O’Hara
513-556-9174
catherine.ohara@uc.edu

Program Coordinator
Gay Laughlin
513-556-9186
gay.laughlin@uc.edu

Mission Statement
OLLI provides opportunities 
for lifetime learning and social 
interaction to the mature
residents of Greater Cincinnati.

Vision Statement
OLLI is the premier organization 
offering educational and social 
experiences to the mature residents of 
Greater Cincinnati by:
• Nourishing intellect, expanding 

knowledge, and exploring new ideas
• Sharing interests and experiences
• Cultivating friendships
• Being a resource of UC and 

supporting its goals
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University of Cincinnati 
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute
PO Box 210093 
Cincinnati OH 45221-0093

TIME  SENSITIVE  MATERIAL!

LIKE US ON  

Board of Trustees Chair
Karen Zaugg

Board of Trustees Vice-
Chair
Marv Heller

Curriculum Chair
Brenda Gatti

Finance Chair
Gary Hollander

Friends Chair
Dick Wendel

Governance Chair
Nancy Herbert

Marketing Chair
Kathy Womer

Board of Trustees
Linda Brink
Barbara Burke
Frank Colón
Bill Deitzer
Dan Domis
Lin Domis
Brenda Gatti
Marv Heller
Nancy Herbert
Gary Hollander
Doug Iden
Dick Lenz
Doug MacCurdy
Bleuzette Marshall
Jerri Roberts
Dick Wendel
Kathy Womer
Karen Zaugg

Ex Officio
Melody Clark
Cate O’Hara

Founder 
Aaron Levine 
(1918–2004)

Advisory Committee
Stephen Appel
Gloria Giannestras
Joe Hirschhorn
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